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FOREWORD

In view of the evident value for

weather

analysis and

forecasting

of the

cloud

pictures obtained from the TIROS series of artificial satellites~ the WMO Panel of Experts
on Artificial Satellites expressed the opinion that a report on the interpretation of satel11 te data ought to be prepared and published as a WMO Technical Note. This suggestion was
strongly supported at the third

session of

the

WMO

Commission

for

Synoptic Meteorology

(Washington, March/April 1962) and was then formally approved by the WMO Executive Committ~e
at its fourteenth session (Geneva, May/Jlli1e 1962). The Chief of the United States Weather
Bureau, Dr. F.W. Reichelderfer, agreed that the report should be prepared by members of the
staff of the National Weather Satellite Center. The report was endorsed by the Panel of
Experts on Artificial Satellites at its fourth session (Geneva, February 1963).

It is with gratitude that I express the indebtedness of WMO to the authors of this
report, and in particular to Mr. Paul E. Lehr who compiled and arranged the text and illustrative materials. A large portion of the material presented inthls Technical Note is
derived from the published results of research projects carried on by members of the Meteorological Satellite Laboratory, National Weather Satellite Center. Major portions of the text
were based on papers by Dr. S. Fritz, Dr. D.Q. Wark, Mr. L.P. Hubert, Mr. C.O. Erickson, and
Mr. J.S. Winston of the Meteorological Satellite Laboratory. The helpful suggestions of
members of the U. S. Weather Bureau and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are
also gratefUlly acknowledged.

,

~

~~

~-_.-

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General

.
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Summary

This Note~ prepared at the request of the WMO Executive Committee Panel on Artificial
Satellites, describes the TIROS experiment, the data acquired, the uses which have been made
of the data, and plans for future meteorological satellites.
The TIROS series of meteorological satellites is equipped with television camera systems to obtain pictures of clouds, and radiometers to measure radiation reflected and emitted
by the earth and its atmosphere. The first four of these spin-stabilized satellites, in
nearly circular orbits inclined 48° to the equator, circle the earth once each 100 minutes
at an average altitude of 725 kilometres. The fifth TlROS was orbited at an inclination of
58° to the equator, in a slightly elliptical orbit with perigee at 970 kilometres and apogee
at 590 kilometres. TIROS VI went into a nearly circular orbit inclined 58° to the equator.
The television-type pictures relayed to the ground show clouds, sea ice, snow cover,
sun glint, and geographic features. Radiation measurements are made in the~visible and
infra-red regions.
In general, large-scale synoptic patterns are clearly revealed in the cloud pictures.
Smaller scale features, such as cellular convection, are also seen. It has been apparent
from the first that the cloud pictures can be used to complement analyses based on conventional data, and are particularly useful for filling the observational voids of the largely
unobserved oceans and the sparsely populated regions of the earth.
The pictures are used as the basis for nephanalyses which are distributed world-wide
in coded form with some limited distribution by facsimile. These nephanalyses are used in
central analysis, aircraft flight briefings, storm warnings, etc.
Both the picture data and radiation data from TIROS are being used extensively in
research projects. Tropical and extratropical storm structures are being studied; the possibility of using the photographs for ice surveillance is under investigation; research projects using these data as either principal or secondary data are too numerous to list.
Development of a satellite system to provide for a continuous world-wide weather
watch is under way and is described in this note.

VIII

Resume

La presente Note, preparee a la demande du Groupe d'experts des satellites artificiels etabli par Ie Comite ex€cutif de l'OMM, decrit l'experience des satellites TIROS, les
donnees ainsi recueillies, les applications qui en ont ete faites et les projets relatifs a
de futurs satellites meteorologiques.
Les satellites meteorologiques TIROS sont equipes de cameras de television permettant d'obtenir des photographies de nuages, et de radiometres destines a mesurer Ie rayonnement reflechi et ernis par la terre et son atmosphere. Les quatre premiers de ces satellites
stabilises par rotation, situes sur des orbites presque circulaires dont llinclinaison est
de 48° sur l'equateur, ont illle duree de revolution de 100 minutes et gravitent a une altitude moyenne de 725 kilometres. Le cinquieme satellite TIROS a ete place sur une orbite
legerement elliptique, avec un perigee de 970 kilometres et un apogee de 590 kilometres, et
tourne autour de la terre entre 58° de latitude nord et sud. TIROS VI a ete mis sur une orbite quasi circulaire dont l'inclinaison est de 58° sur l'equateur.
Les images prises par les cameras de television et transmises au sol representent
les nuages, les glaces en mer, la couverture neigeus€, les reflets du soleil et les caracteristiques geographiques des regions survolees. Les mesures du rayonnement sont effectuees
dans la partie visible et la partie infrarouge du spectre.
En general, les configurations synoptiques a grande echelle.apparaissent elairement sur les photographies des nuages, qui revelent egalement des phenomenes de moindre ampleur, tels que la convection cellulaire. II a ete evident des Ie debut que les photographies des· nuages pourraient @tre employees pour completer les analyses fondees sur les donnees elassiques et qu'elles seraient particulierement utiles pour compenser l'absenee d1observations dans de vastes zones oceaniques ou il n1existe pas de stations et dans le~ regions
peu habitees du globe.

Les photagraphies servent a etablir des nephanalyses qui sont distribuees dans Ie
mande entier sous forme chiffree et qui sont egalement diffusees, dans une mesure moindre,
par fae-simile. Ces llephanalyses sont utilisees pour les analyses faltes dans des centres,
les exposes verbaux pour les vols d1aeronefs, les avis de temp~te, etc.
Les donnees fournies par les photographies et les donnees d'observation du rayonnement obtenues a llaide des satellites TIROS trouvent une large application dans les proJets de recherches. Les structures des orages tropicaux et extra-tropicaux sont en cours
d'etudeJ on envisage la possibilite d'utiliser les photographies pour surveiller les mouvements et la situation des glaces: les proJets de recherches qui ant recours a ces donnees
a titre principal ou secondaire sont trop nombreux pour qulils puissent gtre enumeres.
Un systeme de satellites permettant d'assurer une veille meteorologique mondiale
continue est en voi.e de devel.oppement; ce systeme est egalement expose dans la presente
Note.

]X

B 3aM8TK8, rrO~rOTOB~eHHOli TID npOCnoe rpYITITbI 8ECrrepTOB MCrrO~HHTeHnHOrO
KOMHT8Ta HMO no flCRYCCTB8HHWM cnyTHHRaM, paCORa3~BaeTCfl 00 3HCrrepKM8HT8 co
cnyTHHRaMH TMPOC, AaeTCH OTIHOaHH8 nOHyqeHHHX AaHHbcr H pe3ynnTaToB MX McrrOHn30BaHMH, a Ta~e HsnararoTcfl nnaHbI B 06naCTfl MeTeoponorH~eCHMX CITYTHHKOB Ha

6yfly:Il\ee.
Ha MeTeoponorH~eCKHX orryTHMRax TllPOC yCTaHoBneRa CMCT8Ma TeneBM3llDHHbrr KaMep ~nfl nonyqeHMH CHMMEOB OOnaHOE H p~HOMeTp~ Anfl M3MepeHHfl p~Ma~Mfl,
OTp~aeMOM M H3nyqaeMoM 38MneM M aTMoc®epom.
rrepB~e ~eT~pe
6H~3MpOBaHHbIe c rroMo~ro Bp~eHMH, c rrO~TH EpyroBom OpOHTOM

cnyTHMKa, CTaH yrnoM HaKllOHa

MMHYT Ha cpeAH8M BUCOHaKHOH R 3RBaTopy~ paBHWM 58o~ Bp~aHcff TIO 3HAVIrrTw~ecHoM opoHTe c rrepwreeM B 970 M anoreeM B 590
RW.nOM8TpOB.
TIlPOC VI OhIJI 3arryrn;eH rrpJ10JIVI3HTeJI:DHO Ha HpyroBylO OpOHTy C yrJIOM
HaRHOHa R 3HBaTopy B 580.
K 3KBaTopy B

48°

COBepmanH 060pOT BORpyr 38MnH 3a

Te, paBHoR 735 KHnOM8TpaM.

100

ITflTbrn crryTHHK TWPOG liMen

CERMER, rro.nyq8HHWe c ITOMOm:DID TeJIeBM30poB~ AaroT RapTVIHy pacrrpeAe.neHHR
OOHaROB, H:DAa B MOPffX~ CHe~Horo TIORpOBa~ CBe~eHWff co.nH~a VI reorpaWVI~ecKHx
ocooeHHocT8H.
M3MepeHHff PaAHa~HH rrp0J13BO~ffTCff B BH~MMOH VI VIHwpa-RpacHom
-qaCTSIX. cneKTpa.

B oo~eM c nOMO~:DID CHHMEOB OO.n~~OB rro.nyqeHa -qeTHaff RapTHHa pacnpeAeJIeHMff RpyuHoMacrnTaoHbcr CHHOTITH-qeCRMX rnaoHoHoB.
ENHH Ta~e YCTaHOBJIeHbI MeHROMacillTaoHhI8 xapaKTepVIcTMRH, TaItH8 H:aR ~eJIJllOJlHpHafl :H:OHBeR~Hfl.
Cpa3Y JtC8 CTaJIO o~eBMAHbIM~ "'ITO CHJZ[MRH OOJlaHOB MoryT ObIT:b HCnOJl:D30BaHbI RaR ,n;orrOJIHTiIT8Jl:bHbnli:
MaT8pHaE ~.nff aHa.nVI3a~ ocnOBaHHoro Ha MCrrOH:b30BaHVIVI p83y.n:bTaTOB OOh~HbIT HaORID,n;8HHM~ VI ocooeHHO ,ZJ;Eff 3arrOJIHeHMff rrpOOeJIOB B HaOKID~eHMffX Ha 06rnHpHOE TeppHTOpMH oReaBOB VI B MallO-Hace.neHRWX pamoHax.
CERMER MCnOJI:b3yroTCff B Ka-qeCTBe DOHDEN AJIff HewaHallVI3a, pacrrpOCTpaHfleMoro B Ko,n;mpoBaHHOH wopMe VI -qaCTH~HO no WaROHMVIJIe.
TaH:oH HewaHaJIH3 HOnOJI:b3yeTcff npJ2I OO~8M aHa.ml[3~" IIpIiI MHCTPYETHpOBaHJlIM 3KHITa:>Kem: CaMOJIeTOB ~ ,ll;JIJI rnTOp~
MOBbIX.

npe.n;ynpe~K,ZJ;eHl7.[m lZl: T. II.

RaE CHllLMRVI, TaR; IlL pa;:rriIa~HOHHbIe p;aHHbIe, rrOJIyqeHHhle C IIOMOIIJ;I:.IO TJlIPOC Ii. ~
illMpOEO JlIOTI0J1n3yroTDJI B Ha~HO-MccneAOBaTeJI:bCKOH pa60Te.
M3yqaeTcff CTpYRTypa
TpOTIM~eC:H:~X JlI BHeTpOTIIiI~eCRHX
~HK.nOHOB~
H3y-qaeTCJI Bonpoc 0 B03MO~HOMTlZl: ffcrro~
30BaHVIJI CHHMI~OB ~JIJI MCCJIe~OBaHfffl ~p;a.
TPYP;HO TIepe~JlICJIHTn Bce IiIccne~OBaTeJIb
CKMe TIp08ETN r npH OC~eCTBJIeHMH KOTOpbIX. 3TH AaHRble IiICrrOJIb3YlOTCfl MJ1ff B Ka~eCT
Be OCHOBHNX, HJlH RaR AOnOJIHHTe.nnHbIe.

B 3aMeTB;e ~aeTCff OTIMCaH~e paOOT B OOJ1aCTH cnyTHHKoB ITO OpraHTI3anli~
pa3paoaThIBaeMOH B HaCTO.fIIIl;ee BpeMJI Tare Ha3hIBaeMoH CIiICTe:MhI 11 IIorop;a MMpa 11
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Resumen

Esta Nota, preparada a peticion del Cuadra de Sate lites Artificiales del Camite Ejecutivo de la OMM, describe e1 experimento TIROS, los datos obtenidos, la utilizaci6n de los
mismos, y los planes relativQs a futuros sate lites artificiales meteorologicos.
Los satelites meteorologicos de la serie TIROS van equipados con un sistema de camaras de television pa~a obtener fotografias de las nubes, y radiometros para medir la radiacion reflejada y emitida par la tierra y par Bli atmosfera. Los cuatro primeros satelites
de esta clase (de giro estabilizado) y con orbitas cas! circulares que forman un angulo de
48° con e1 Ecuador, dan una vuelta a la tierra cada 100 minutos a una altltud media de 725
kilometros. El quinto TIROS fue colocado en una orbita ligeramente eliptica que forma un
angulo de 58° con el Ecuador, con un perigeo de 970 kilometros y un apogeo de 590 ki16metrosa
TIROS VI fue colocado en una 6rbita casi circular que forma un ~ o de 58° con e1 Ecuador.
Las imagenes del tipo de la television enviadas a tierra muestran nubes, hielo del
mar, capas de nieve, resplandor del sol y formas geograficasa Las mediciones de la radiacion se hacen en la zona visible y en la infrarroja.
Por 10 general, en las fotos de nubes se ven claramente las formas sinopticas en
gran escala. Tambien se ven otras caracteristicas en escala mas pequena, como la difusi6n
celular. Desde el primer momento se ha visto que las fotos de nubes se pueden utilizar para
completar los analisis hechos a base de datos de tipo corriente, y que son especialmente
titiles para llenar las lagunas de los oceanos y de las zonas poco pobladas de la tierra~ en
las que, en gran parte, no se hacen observaciones.
Las fotas siryen de base a los nefanBlisis que se distribuyen por todo el mundo en
forma cifrada y que tienen incluso una distribuci6n limitada en facsimil. Esos nefana1isis
se utili zan en los anaIisis centrales, en las instrucciones para e1 vuelo de aeronaves, en
los avisos de tempestad, etc.
Los datos de imagenes y los datos de radiaci6n de los satelites TIROS se utilizan
mucho en programas de investigaci6na Se estan estudiando las estructuras de las tormentas
tropicales y extratropicales; se esta investigando la posibilidad de utilizar las fotograflas
para la yigilancia del hielo y resultaria imposible citar los numerosisimos programas de investigaci6n en los que esos datos se usan como base principal, 0 de manera secundaria.
Se camina hacia la organizaci6n de un sistema de sate1ites que proporcione una vigilancia meteoro16gica mundial, sistema que se describe en la presente Nota.

REDUCTION AND USE OF DATA OBTAINED BY
TIROS METEOROlOGICAL SATELLITES

CHAPI'ER

1.1

1

Introduction

Traditionally, meteorologists have been handicapped by having only a fragmentary
knowledge of the current state of the atmosphere. Since the establishment of national meteorological services in the mid-nineteenth century, obserVing networks have expanded greatly
both geographically and in altitude" but, still do not provide sufficient information to des-

cribe the atmosphere fully.

The vast sparsely populated land areas of the globe, and

seas that cover more than seven-tenths of the earth1s surface are
silence in so far as meteorological observations are concerned.

essentially

areas

the
of

Now for the first time in history, meteorologists have been provided with an observation platform in space - the Television and Infra-Red Observation Satellite (TIROS).
TIROS I~ launched 1 April 1960 by the United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), carried television cameras only. TIROS II (launched 23 November 1960), III
(launched 12 July 1961) and IV (launched 8 February 1962) also carried equipment to sense
reflected solar and terrestrial radiation. TIROS V (launched 19 June 1962) and TIROS VI
(launched 18 September 1962) carried cameras only.
All of the TIROS satellites are 18 sided polygons~ cylindrical in appearance, 107
centimetres in diameter and 56 centimetres in height~ and weigh approximately 130 kilogrammes. More than goOO solar cells. mounted on the sides and top, provide the power to
operate all electronic systems of the satellite (Figures 1 and 2).
The primary instruments of the TIROS satellites are two television cameras, and
scanning and non-scanning radiation detectors. These sensors are described in more detail
below. Other satellite instruments include tape recorders, transmitters, telemetry equipment, and associated electronics for both the television camera and radiation systems; the
power source consists of storage batteries and solar cells. There are auxiliary devices
to control satellite attitude~ precession, and spin rate, and various switching, timing and
sequencing circuits to control the instrumentation. The satellite carries a horizon sensor
(to aid in determining spin-axis attitude), and a series of sun sensors (for determining the
north direction of the pictures, particularly useful when low nadir angles of view restrict
the horizon visible on the pictures). Other equipment includes a command receiver, beacon
transmitters for- tracking and for telemetry of the performance of the equipment, and associated electronics. Miniaturization and weight saving techniques compatible with maximum
reliability and performance are used. TIROS I performed satisfactorily for 78 days; TIROS II
was still sending occasional pictures after a year in orbit; TIROS III was used operationally
for 90 days, and TIROS IV was in operational use for 120 days. TIDOS V and VI were both in
operation at the time of thlS writing. Plans for future launchings will be based on the
expectation that each satellite will have a useful lifetime in orbit of about four months.

N.B.

A glossary of terms used in satellite meteorology is contained in Appendix A.

Figure 1 TIROS spacecraft

Figure 2

TIROS

instrument diagram
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Launch and orbit information

The TIROS I I I launch l described below 1 was typical of other launches.* TIROS III,
launched in a north-easterly direction from Cape Canaveral, Florida, was placed into a nearly
circular orbit at a mean altitude of about 760 kilometres. The period of revolution of the
satellite around the earth is approximately 100 minutes, so the satellite travels around the
earth about 14.4 times every 24 hours. Because the plane of the orbit is inclined about 48
degrees to the equator, meteorologically useful data cannot be obtained poleward of approximately 55 degrees of latitude. Views poleward of the orbit maxima can be obtained when the
satellite is tipped out of the plane of orbit.
The satellite is spin stabilized in space, with the spin axis initially normal to
the earth at about 20 0 N latitude. This changes as a result of interactions between the magnetic moment of the satellite and the earth's magnetic flBld. The second and subsequent TIROS
satellites were each equipped with a magnetic attitude control coil through which variable
amounts of current were permitted to flaw. This device, controlled by a command from the
ground, makes possible a limited but significant degree of control over the spin axis orientation. The maximum rate of attitude change possible is about 15 degrees per day. (Bandeen

and Manager, 1960.)
The average orbital parameters for TIROS I, II, III, IV, V, and VI are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 - Orbit information

Period
Average height
Apogee
Perigee
Eccentricity
Inclination

TIROS I

TIROS II

TIROS III

TIROS IV

TIROS V

TIROS VI

99.24
725
740
702
0.00287
48.392

98.26
676
726
624
0.00727
48.530

100.4
765
820
736
0.00593
47.898

100.4
775
844
710
0.00938
48.298

100.5
7&l
971
591
0.02642
58.100

98.73
696
711
683
0.00117
58.3+

The effects of orbital characteristics on the capabilities of TIROS will be discussed more
completely in a later section.

1.3

Photography

All of the TIROS satellites carried two cameras; both cam~ra axes are parallel to
the spin axis, and both look in the same direction. TIROS I and II carried one Wide-angle
and one narrow-angle camera. On TIROS III it was decided that two wide-angle cameras would
be used. The decision to use these cameras, rather than the wide- and narrow-angle cameras
of TIROS I and II, was based on several factors, most important of which is the requirement
for a continued capability to acquire pictures of areas large enough to provide meteorologically useful information in the event of a temporary malfunction or complete failure of
one of the cameras. Failure of the only wide-angle camera on board either TIROS I or II
would have made the use of the narrow-angle camera data difficult or impossible. (Since
camera No. ~ did fail on TIROS III some 12 days after launch, this decision proved to be
fortunate.) Later TillOS carried one wide-angle and one medium-angle camera; this provides
the same safeguard as the TIROS III camera configuration.
Table 2 lists some detail on the TIROS cameras. From an altitude of 760 kilometres,
the wide-angle cameras are designed to view areas approximately l200-kilometres on a side
when the cameras are pointed straight down (zero nadir angl~*);under these conditions, the
*

**

The 58 degree orbit of TIROS V, launched 19 June 1962, substantially increased the area
of the earth which could be viewed by the cameras.
See glossary - Appendix A.
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cameras provide a resolution of the order of 2.5 - 3 kilometres. When the cameras are looking at greater nadir angles, the extent of coverage is increased while the resolution decreases according to geometric factors. The narrow-angle camera used on TIROS I and II,
viewed areas approximately 120 kilometres on a side when the camera was pointed straight
down. The best resolution was of the order of 0.3 - 0.8 kilometres. TIROS IV and V carried
one wide-angle camera, and one new higher-resolution, distortion-corrected medium-angle
camera (characteristics contained in Table 2).
Table 2 - Camera characteristics

Field of view
Area coverage - vertical
field of view from
average height of
satellite
Lens lIS peed ll
Shutter speed
Lines per frame
Resolution per
raster line pair, zero
nadir angle

Wide angle*

Medium angle**

Narrow angle***

104°

80°
725 km square

12:(°

1200 km square

f 1.5
1.5 milliseconds
500
2.5-3km

*

All TIROS

f

1.8

120 km square

f

1.8

1.5 milliseconds

1.5 milliseconds

500

500

2 km

0.3 - 0.8 km

** TIROS IV, V, VI

*** TIROS

Figure 3 - Radiometer scan diagram
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Radiation sensors

The first two sets of radiation sensors described below were carried on TIROS II~
while all three were on board TIROS III and IV. Some of these sensors will be part of the
equipment on future Research and Development TIROS satellites. TIROS V and VI carried no
operating radiation sensors.
The first instrument is a five channel radiometer (Hanel and Wark, 1961) which uses
the spin of the satellite to scan the earth. This medium resolution radiometer is oriented
with its optical axis of 45° to the spin axis of the satellite~ "looksl! out of the bottom
and the side of the satellite at an angle of 45 degrees to the line of sight of the cameras,
and scans the earth's surface through a combination of the satellite's rotation and its
movement along the orbit (Figure 3). The spectral sensitivities of this radiometer and the
purpose of each are as follows :

CHANNEL

BAND

1

6.0 to 6.5 microns

Radiation from the fillldamental water vapour band. This is
designed to measure the temperature of the water vapour layer
at an average altitude somewhat below that of the tropopause
(about 400 mb). The altitude to which the measured temperature corresponds varies with the vertical distribution of
water vapour.

2

8 - 12 microns

Radiation emitted in the spectral "window,r. The information
expected from these measurements includes: (a) Cloud cover
detection, especially at night and over areas where the
vidicon* cameras are not operated; (b) Measurement of cloud
top temperatures and, accordingly, an inference of cloud top
heights; (c) Measurements of surface temperatures, or temperature gradients, over cloud-free areas.

3

0.2 - 6 microns

Earth I s albedo.

4

7 - 30 microns

Total infra-red radiation emitted by earth and atmosphere
combined.

5

0.55 - 0.75 microns

Reflected solar radiation in the red part of the visible
spectrum. This channel is designed to provide gross visual
radiation maps for comparison with the vidicon pictures, provides a gross visual spectrum reference in areas for which
vidicon pictures are not obtained, and indicates the albedo
in the visible part of the spectrum.

PURPOSE

All the above observations are made with a resolution of about 65 km when looking
straight down.
The second set of radiation sensors consists of black and White sensors, each
mounted in the apex of a separate cone. Each has a field of view of 55 degrees, or 725 kilometres for a 0 degree nadir angle; the optical axes of the cones parallel the spin axis so
the fields of view fall within those of the vidicon cameras. These provide low resolution
data relative to the earth1s albedo, and total emitted radiation~ for heat balance studies.
The third set of radiation sensors is the same as one of the experiments on the
Explorer VII satellite (Suomi, 1958, 1960). These sensors consist of four hemispheres, each
about 2.5 em in diameter, mounted on mirror surfaces which are sufficiently extended from
the base of the satellite so that, when in orbit, the hemispheres do not view any other part
of the satellite. One set of these hemispheres, one black and the other white, is mounted
*

See glossary - Appendix A.
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on each side of the satellite. Because of the rotation of the satellite and the relatively
long time constants of the thermistor sensor, each hemisphere effectively assumes the temperature of a sphere isolated in space at the altitude of the satellite's orbit. The black
body absorbs most of the radiation incident upon it while the white body reflects most of
the shorter-wavelength radiation and absorbs radiation whose wavelength is longer than
approximately 4- microns. When the direct solar radiation is subtracted, the data from these
sensors can be used to- infer the earth 1 s albedo and the total emitted radiation reaching the
satellite. The field of view is that part of the earth bounded by the horizon as seen from
the altitude of the satellite.
Reduction and processing of a large portion of the usable TIROS II radiation data
have been accomplished and published. Studies of a limited number of selected cases have
been published or will be published shortly.
1.5

Operations

Tracking and orbital determinations are carried out by the NASA Minitrack network
and the NASA Space Computer Center. The primary data acquisition stations for current TIROS
s~tellites are located at Wallops Station, Virginia, and Point Mugu, California. The antenna
for the latter station is located on San Nicolas Island, about 95 km off the California
coast. These stations programme or command the satellite to :
Take and transmit cloud photographs from either camera while within telemetry range
of the station (about 1,930 km). This is known as direct mode photography.
Take one series of.32 sequential pictures per camera with either or both cameras,
at specific times in the future (normally when the satellite is out of telemetry range of
a station) and store the pictures in the magnetic tape recorder. This operation is called
the remote mode of photography, and the pictures are known as lltape" pictures.
Transmit the cloud pictures stored on magnetic tape in the satellite to the data
acquisition station.
Transmit the radiation data stored in the satellite.
Combinations of any or all of these operations may be commanded during a single
pass over a station, depending on the time the satellite is within radio range. Horizopscanner attitude data are continuously transmitted through modulation of the tracking-beacon
signal. The vidicon picture signals received at a data acquisition station are recorded
simultaneously on magnetic tape, and on film through photography of the monitor screen. The
complete radiation data are recorded only on magnetic tape; some of the data are traced on
a record chart in analogue form. Engineering data on the satellite components are also transmitted through the tracking beacon.
1.6

Orbital characteristics

The satellite travels around the earth from west to east in an orbit inclined at
about 48 degrees to the plane of the earth 1 s equator.* Travel in orbit is at a rate of
nearly 27,150 km per hour. Because of the equatorial bulge of the earth, the plane of the
satellite orbit precesses a few degrees per dayj i.e' J the nodes of the orbit move westward
relative to the stars. A cycle of precession of the plane of the orbit relative to the sun
is completed in about nine weeks fora 48 degree orbit, and about 75 days for a 58 degree
orbit.
The inclination of the orbit limits the satellite subpoint to extremes of latitudes
equal to the angle of inclination. The spin stabilization limits the amount of time the
satellite camera ltseesrl the earth during a given orbit, and the precession imposes latitude
limits on the areas that can be photographed because of the requirement for solar illuminatlcn.

*

TIROS V and VI orbits are inclined 58 degrees to the plane of the equator.
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These phenomena and their effects on the availability of observations over a given
area, depend on the fact that for any single day the plane of the orbit remains nearly fix€9
in absolute space relative to the sun, while the earth rotates independently within the
orbit. Thus, on a single day, considering solar illurrdnation only, the same latitudes at
all longitudes could be observed by the cameras at various times during a 24-hour period.
The locations of the readout stations place an additional constraint on observable longitudes in,that the satellite does not pass within radio range of either station during ten
hours of each 24-hour period. The slow precession of the orbit plane causes the latitudes
of the illuminated portion of the orbit to change in the manner described below.
The time of each launch is chosen so that~ initially, the northern part of the
orbit is on the side of the earth nearest the sun and the cameras cm1 obtain data over lati~udes from about SooN to 20°3 on the southbound leg*
(A and Al~ Figure 4). (The satellite

Figure 4 _ Effects of Precession of TlROS Orbit on latitudes in view
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passes over the extreme southern hemisphere portion and the northbound leg of its orbit at
night.) Gradually~ the latitude at which the orbit crosses the noon meridian moves slowly
southward until~ about two to three weeks after launch~ the descending node (point where the
orbit crosses the equator on the southbound leg} is on the same side of the earth as the sun~

* 60 0 N to 20°3 for 58 degree orbits.
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near local noon (B and B l , Figure 4). At this time, photographic observations can be made
in the regions approximately between 35°N and 35°8 latitude.
Precession of the orbit and southward movement of the illuminated areas under the
satellite continue until, about four to five weeks after launch, the extreme southern part
of the orbit is on the side of the earth nearest the sun and photographic data can be obtained over the area between 20°8 and 50 0 S latitude* (C and CT, Figure 4~. The satellite
now passes over the northern hemisphere only at night. From this point, the precession
causes the illuminated portion of the orbit to move northward gradually; about six to seven
weeks after launch, the ascending node (point where the orbit crosses the equator on the
northbound leg) is on the same side of the Barth as the sun and again the observable latitudes are primarily in the tropics (D and D', Figure 4)0 Continued precession and northward
movement of the illuminated area under the orbit reach the point, about eight to nine weeks
after launch, where the northernmost portion is again over the side of the earth nearest
the sun. Precession continues and the whole cycle repeats.
Figure 5, which shows the illuminated latitudes observed by TIROS satellites from
1960-1962, illustrates the effects of precession.

1.7

Longitude limitations

Within the illuminated latitude zone the areas from which data may be obtained are
limited to areas within certain longitudeso The locations of the readout stations on the
east and west coasts of the United States determine the extent of these limitations because:
(a)

The data storage capability of the sate IIi te is limited, and

(b)

The range at which each station can contact the satellite and
limited to line of sight from the ground to the satellite.

acquire

data

is

On a Mercator projection world map, the trace of the orbit subpoint describes a
sine-shaped curve, centred on the equator, with a half-amplitude equal in latitude to the
orbit inclination and a wavelength of approximately 335 degrees of longitude. (The 335° wavelength results from the rotation of "(,he earth under the satellite; the longitude of each
ascending node being displaced approximately 25 degrees west of tha·t for the immediately
preceding orbit.) -Each data readout station can contact the satellite when the satellite
is within a 26 degree latitude circle centred at the station.
Figures .6a and 6b show areas where pictures can be .acquired by a TIROS in a 48
degree orbit. The areas marked I include 7-1/2 orbit periods during which the satellite can
be readily contacted by the data acquisition stations. Photographic cov~rage is most favourable in area I. Areas II and III are considerably less favourable for photographic coverage.
The satellite can acquire only one sequence of pictures during the 6-1/2 orbit period the
satellite is over these areas. A special station at Santiago, Chile, can start the satellite clock when the clock is preset during the last contact with a United States acquisition
stationo The area over which pictures can be taken using the Santiago station is designated
area III.
It should be noted that most of the areas which cannot be covered on southbound
passes, can be contacted on northbound passes by either the east coast or west coast station.
This is not true for an area over central, southern and south-eastern Eurasia, and for another
over the south-eastern Pacific Ocean, southern Argentina, and southern Chile; thus the amount
of data that a TIROS spacecraft can obtain over these areas is severely limited.

*
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Use of graphs and maps*

To determine when pictures can be taken over any given area, first determine the
latitudinal limits of the area. Then, using Figure 7 determine when those latitudes are
illuminated by the sun for southbound passes; make a similar determination for northbound
ILLUMINATED LATITUDES

TlROS BY

"'" r---,,---,---,--.--.-,.-,--,-.,--,-,-,-,-r---,,---,--,-,.-,-"'''''

Figure

7 -

Illuminated latitudes for nominal orbit (48.5°)

passes. These are the approximate periods when it will be possible to take pictures over
this area. (The specific times when pictures were to be taken within these areas during
TIROS III, IV~ V and VI, operations were identified by messages sent over international
meteorological circuits daily to alert meteorological offices of the satellite programme
for 24 hours in advance. The messages also include a seven day outlook.)
In some parts of the world, the period of southbound passes is more favourable than
that of northbound passes, or vice versa. Figures 6a and 6b can be used to determine which
periods are most favourable. These maps show the geographical limits of areas I, II and III
for southbound passes (Figure 6a) and for northbound passes (Figure 6b). Area I is the most
favourable, area II is next most favourable, and area III is least favourable. It is roughly
estimated that the probability of pictures being taken in area I is about five times greater
than in areas II and III combined. Similarly, it is estimated that the probability in area
II is about twice as great as that in area III.

1.9

Example (TIROS III)

Consider, as an example, that pictures are wanted over part of Brazil between the
equator and 30°8 latitude sometime after the 25th day after launch. On the southbound portions of the orbits, the northern part of the area is under an illuminated portion (Figure 7)

*

These charts can be used to approximate the areas for a

58 degree orbit.
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of the orbit from about day 65 through day 80; the southern portions from about day 71
through day 50. On the northbound portion of the orbits, the southern part of the area is
under an illuminated portion of the orbit from about day 22 through day 42; the northern
portions from about day 33 through day 47. However, Brazil is under area I (most favourable
condition) for southbound portions of the orbit (Figure 6a) While it is under area III (least
favourable conditions for northbound portions. Accordingly, the most favourable period for
TIROS pictures over Brazil would be during the period between about day 68 through day 83
when Brazil is under an illuminated southbound portion of the orbit. Perhaps a lesser effort
might be set up for the period between about day 29 through day 45; since although illumination is satisfactorYI Brazil is under those portions of the orbit that can be programmed
only using the special Santiago clock-start mode. Consequently there is much less chance
of pictures being obtained over this area during days 29 - 45.
1.10

Construction of maps and graphs

An overlay of the satellite track (48.5° orbit at 710 kilometres) superimposed on
a Mercator projection of the earth was used to construct the maps and graphs used for picture programming. The ll high noon point II of the satellite orbit (that is, the point in any
orbit at which the sub-satellite point on the earth crosses the meridian of local noon) is
determined from the difference in Right Ascension (astronomical longitude) between the sun
and the ascending node of the orbit. It is assumed that the minimum nadir angle (zero)
occurs at this point - that is, the cameras are pointing straight down - and the 3D-minute
illuminated area for a picture-taking sequence (one full 15-minute sequence per camera) will
commence 15 minutes before this point on the orbit and be completed 15 minutes after the
high-noon point.
There are potential variations in the boundaries in the graphs and maps of 25 dEgrees
in longitude and 6 degrees in latitude. The longitude may vary because of differences in
the position of the first or the last orbits during which the satellite can be contacted by
the two readout stations each 24 hour period. Both longitude and latitude may vary considerably with camera attitude.

loll

Assumptions

The initial assumption made is that the minimum nadir angle occurs at high-noon on
the orbit and the photographic sequence of the camera will evenly bracket high-noon. In addition it has been assumed that the satellite spin axis vector is in the orbital plane. In
actual operation, the position of the minimum nadir angle will vary and the spin axis vector
will generally be somewhat out of the orbital plane. A number of the picture sequences will
be taken before or after high-noon on the orbit in order to furnish a number of pictures
with horizons to facilitate determination of attitude through photogrammetric techniques.
It will be possible under some conditions to obtain a limited number of pictures
north and south of the extreme orbital subpoints. However, the probability of data being
obtained decreases poleward of these latitudes.
1.12

Limi tations
Factors which limit the data which can be obtained from TIROS satellites are

(a)

Orbit inclination: Because of the inclination of the orbit of the satellite to
the equatorial plane, the satellite can gather data from the areas equatorward of
the maximum latitudes of the orbit plus about 7 degrees.

(b)

Spin stabilization: For all practical purposes the orientation of the spin axis
of the spacecraft remains fixed in absolute space over any one orbit (the rate of
change of the spin axis orientation by use of the magnetic control coil cannot
exceed about 15 degrees per day). Accordingly even under the most favourable
l
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circumstances with regard to the orientation of the spin axis and the position of
the sun, the TV camera is (pointed toward illuminated portions of the earth over
only about 1/3 of each orbital pass.
(0)

Magnetic tape storage capacity
1.

Photographic data : During the period between the programming of the camera for
remote picture operation and the reading out of the data from the camera's tape
recorder, only one set of 32 remote pictures, taken sequentially at 30-second
intervals, can be obtained by each camera system. The maximum length of the
area that can be observed during one sequential strip of 32 pictures is about

9,600 kID.
2.

(d)

Radiation data: These data are recorded on a continuously running endless loop
magnetic tape which completes its cycle in about 100 minutes. Data older than
100 minutes are erased as newer data are recorded; thus) only data observed
within 100 minutes before data read out by a ground station can be obtained.

Power: At times the rate at which power is provided by the solar cells is insufficient to permit the taking of as many TV pictures as would otherwise be possible.
The amount of power available varies with the amount of time solar cells are exposed
to sunlight. The exposure time is dependent on the pre~ession of the orbital plane
and the attitude of the satellite. Available power also decreases gradually as
the nickel-cadmium storage batteries degrade with age and with repeated chargedischarge cycles.
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Analysis of picture data

Two problems must be solved before the picture data from TIROS can be used for
meteorological purposes : first the picture area must be located, oriented, and rectified,
or fit with a geographic latitude-longitude grid; secondly the cloud elements seen in the
picture must be interpreted as to amount, and, if possible, general type. The solution of
the first problem involves the use of photogrammetric techniques, and is relatively simple
although tedious. The second problem, that·of identification, is less simple than might
be thought at first sight of the pictures. Each is discussed in the following paragraphso
2.2

Rectification and gridding

The first step toward rectification and gridding, or placing geographic overlays
on the pictures, is to determine the location of the area pictured. As discussed in Chapter 1, the satellite is spin stabilized in its orbi~, so the cameras view the earth from a
slightly different angle each time a picture is taken. For a given picture-taking sequence
it may be assumed the angle made by the spin axis with the orbit plane remains constant, so
that, with the celestial spin-axis point,* the subsatellite track, and the time of picturetaking known, a nadir angle and an azimuth for the optical axis (and thus the principal
point) for each picture frame can be determined by computation or graphical methods. If landmarks can be seen in at least one frame of a picture sequence, geographical orientation can
be improved or verified.
Three methods are available for rectification of TIROS pictures for research purposes. The first, described by Hubert (1961), uses perspective grids, and nomograms derived
from a quantitative knowledge of the orbital elements and the satellite attitude as the
bases for an approximate, but useful rectification of the pictures. The second, devised by
Fujita (1961), is a detailed technique for precise rectification of the satellite pictures.
The advantage of the first teclmique mentioned is that it can be applied quickly so that
nephanalyses of the pictures can be produced operationally. Fujita's technique can, with
maximum effort, be used operationally, but is more suited to rectification of the pictures
for research use. Fujita's method, which virtually eliminates the effects of optical and
electronic distortion, can be used to produce grids that equal or exceed the accuracy of
those produced with a.high-speed electronic computer. The third method is a technique of
rectification programmed for computers, and is described by Frankel and Bristor (1962).
Picture rectification is necessary in order to make operational use of the pictures; the
methods in use will be described in Chapter 4.
2.3

Preparation of mosaics and nephanalyses

When a sequence of pictures is "to be subjected to an exhaustive analysis, individual frames of the sequence usually are fitted together to form a picture mosaic which shows
the general character of the cloudiness in the area under examination (Figure 8). Since the
mosaic still contains the optical and electronic distortions of the individual frames, it
is necessary to prepare a nephanalysis to show the various features of the cloud pattern at
their proper relative scale in the correct geographic location. For research purposes it

*

See glossary - Appendix A.
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is normal to rectify or grid a number of frames along the picture swath, say every third or
fourth frame, fitting each with a one or two degree latitude-longitude grid. (A certain number of these grids have been or will be prepared for all TIROS picture sequences, except
those from TIROS II, and will be available from the archives of the U.8. Weather Bureau at
Asheville, North Carolina.) The nephanalysis is prepared by transposing the pictured cloud
elements from gridded pictures to the desired map~ The transposition process is a visual
one. The outlines of the cloud elements on the gridded picture are transposed schematically
on to the desired map. The nephanalysis is then completed by using conventions to indicate
cloud forms and other significant patterns. Nephanalysis conventions are changed from time
to time in efforts to improve the representativeness of the symbols. The current conventions
are indicated by a legend affixed to each nephanalysis transmitted.
2.4

Interpretation of cloud pictures

2.4.1

What.can be seen in the pictures

After rectification and gross nephanalysis have been accomplished, there still
remain the many problems of interpretation of the elements seen in the cloud pictures.
As soon as the first few picture sequences were returned from TIROS I, it became
apparent that it would be possible to follow the large-scale cloud patterns in the atmosphere
from day to day. This Was anticipated, and pointed out in studies of photographs from rockets
(Conover and Sadler, 1960; Hubert and Schuetz, 1960). Frontal bands, cyclonic swirls, and
other synoptic scale patterns can be seen and identified with little difficulty. However,
the individual types of clouds which are the elements of large-scale systems are not easy
to identify with any degree of confidence. A definite impression of cloud type, such as
cumuliform, stratiform, thick cloud mass, thin cirrus, etc., is obtained in an examination
of the pictures. Quite often these impressions are subject to large errors, as was discovered when the Wide-angle pictures were compared with the narrow-ang~e pictures, with
aerial photographs, and with surface observations (Erickson and Hubert, 1961).*
2.4.2

The difficulties encountered in the identification of cloud forms in pictures from
meteorological satellites are attributable to the relatively low degree of fidelity with
which these views can be reproduced by the television system. Reproduction quality is the
product of many factors : resolving powers of the photographic system, brightness of cloud
elements, background contrast, camera focus, electronic unoise,lI the attenuation of light
by scattering and absorption, and the width of the raster scan lines. The height from which
the pictures are taken, the inherent brightness of the pictured elements and their contrast
to the background, impose the only natural limitations to the size of features which can be
seen from the satelliteG All other limitations result from resolution characteristics of
the total system. (Resolution is defined in the Glossary, Appendix A. For further discussion
see Katz, 1960.)
The satellite television camera consists of a photosensitive vidicon plate, a lens
and shutter, and an electronic scanning device. The electronic scanning device, which has
resolution limits considerably lower than those of either the camera lens or the vidicon
plate, is the limiting factor in the overall resolution of the end product.
In the TIROS satellites the scanning system produces 500 raster lines per frame.
Resolutions parallel to and normal to the raster lines are approximately equal, thus the
Width of the lines projected on the earth is a measure of the resolution. The width of a
raster line projected on the earthts surface at a small angle from the vertical is less than

*

Much of the text of this chapter is derived from this reference.
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that of an identical line projected at a large angle from the vertical (Figure 9). The maximum resolution, i.e., the narrowest width of a line projected on the earth gives a resolution of 2.25 km for the wide-angle camera (104° field of view), 2.0 km for the medium-angle
camera (80 0 field of view), and 230 ill for the narrow-angle camera (12.7° field of view).
At nadir angles greater than zero these values increase considerably. The 500 raster lines
occupy equal linear spaces on the vidicon tube and therefore subtend image angles that vary
approximately as the squared cosine of the half-field angle of the lens. Each raster line
seen on a photograph (or on the image) represents a larger area on the earth's surface as
the distance out from the satellite subpoint increases.
The projected width of a raster line can be used as a first approximation to the
size of the elements that should be visible in the pictures. Cloud elements with diameters
equal to or greater than the projected width of a raster line should be visible~ those with
diameters less than the projected width should not be seen. Examination of pictures from
TIROS revealed, as expected, that objects larger than projected line width suffer some
degradation of outline, and that objects smaller than projected line width, while not discernible in outline, contribute brightness to areas equal in diameter to the line width. In
actual use, the resolving power of a raster field is subject to a "figure of merit" degradation because of the fact that raster lines are not contiguous but are separated by spaces
equal in width to the information lines. This degradation factor is such that it takes
1.414 raster lines to reproduce one line of small cloud elements of a field of randomly distributed cloud elements equal in size to a single raster line width.
Image degradation due to increasing line widths is illustrated in Figure 9. The
original photograph used for this figure was taken from the Viking II V-a rocket at an altitude of 234 km over New Mexico on 25 May 1954. Parts (a)~ (b) and (c) of this figure are
reproductions of the original photograph after processing by a television imagery simulator
to show resolutions of 0.4, 106 and 3.2 ground km per television line (RCA Report, 1960).
In so far as possible, all parameters were kept constant, but because of the variation of
slant range over the original picture, the resolution values are true only for some portion
of each picture
0

This figure shows the marked variations in image quality between varying degrees
of resolution. In (a) and (b) the cumuli form nature of the cloudiness is readily apparent;
in (c) there is no indication of the nature of the cloudiness. Although this presentation
is not completely analogous to the variations within TffiOS pictures, it is obvious that raster line width is an important factor in determining picture quality~ and can significantly
affect interpretation of the cloud photographs.
In addition to the loss of resolution inherent in the scanning system, there is
also lens distortion, essentially radiallY symmetrical about the lens axis. Various factors
in the camera system also affect picture clarity. Target tests of each camera on board the
several TIROS satellites have shown varying degrees of focus over the focal plane. Prelaunch
test photographs are used in the calibration of a base grid, which is used to 'align the
pictures for rectification (Chapter 4). The motion of the satellite during picture taking
also affects picture clarityo The satellite and hence the optical axis of the camera, travels approximately 10 to 12 metres during the 1.5 millisecond exposure time. More serious
is the rotary motion of the camera about the spin-axis. The rotation rate of about one
radian per second produces an angular motion of about 5 minutes of arc during exposure,
which-contributes to lack of sharpness, or smearing at the periphery of the pictures.

2.4.3

Brightness and contrast

-----------------------

The range of brightness of the various surfaces in view of TIROS is large compared
to that which can be reproduced by the vidicon cameraS and telemetering system. Light intensity which produces a signal smaller than the noise level of the system is not detectable;
and appears as black on the pictures. Light intensities corresponding to signals greater in

LINE WIDTH =tMILE

LINE WIDTH =I MILE

LINE WIDTH=2 rv1ILES

SIMULATED IMAGE DEGRADATION
Figure 9 - Effect of varying line widths on picture resolution
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Figure 10
Straits of

Spain and
Gibraltar,

TIROS III, 15 July 1961.
Note contrast between
land and sea, and the
high reflectivity of the
cloud systems over the
Atlantic and the Pyrenees .•.-

-----~--

Figure 11
TJROS III,
15 July 1961. Mediterranean
coastline of Tunisia and
Libya.
Sicily and Italy
visible.
Note the sharp
contrast between the desert
and the sea.
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strength than the dynamic range of the vidicon are transmitted at maximum power and
reproduced as the same bright white on the pictures. Thus, low intensity brightness
lost, as is the difference between saturation brightness and any greater value.

are
is

Contrast between clouds and the earth 1 s surface is generally good in TIROS pictures
(Figures 10 and 11). The high reflectivity of clouds contrasts strongly with the relatively
low reflectivity of land. and water surfaces, which appear rather dark.

There is

weak con-

trast between clouds and the brightly reflective surfaces of extensive snow or ice fields.
However, cloud-earth contrast is discernible over a background of patchy snow or broken ice
fields. Although the reflectiVity of deserts is relatively high3 deserts are usually less
bright than most clouds and so still afford some contrast. Poor contrasts are found between
the earth and thin clouds of low refiectivitY3 such as cirrus and between the earth and
isolated or scattered areas of small clouds. There is also poor contrast between bright
clouds and the specular reflection of the sun on water surfaces at certain angles of viewingj in most cases cloud shadows on the water surface illuminated by sun glint have the
effect of showing the clouds in strong relief.
The brightness contrasts between clouds of different types 3 and between different
thicknesses of clouds of the same type 3 are much less marked than is the contrast between
cloud and ground. Neiburger (1949) has shown there is little if any increase in the albedo
of stratus on the west coast of the United States for thicknesses greater than 300 metres.
Fritz (1954) has shown that reflectivity, at least for clouds of "large drops, depends on
geometric thickness of the clouds, droplet density, and the zenith distance of the sun.
Glaser and Conover (1957) have used Fritz's data for water droplet clouds to construct curves
of relative brightness for varying zenith distances 3 and for different values of the ratio
h/L3 h being the cloud thickness, and L the mean free path of a light ray between water
drops. Various other factors influencing picture quality, such as the direction of view
with respect to the position of the sun, the angle of view 3 etc~3 are discussed more completely by Erickson and Hubert (l96l).

2.4.4

Characteristic appearances of clouds

------------------------------------

The usefulness of TIROS pictures is directly proportional to the accuracy with
which they are interpreted in terms of cloud patterns, overall cloudiness, cloud amounts,
and general cloud types (such as cumuliform or stratiform). Peripheral information on snow
and ice also proves useful when the photographs can be interpreted accurately.
In the identification of clOUd forms the following general results were
by Erickson and Hubert (l96l) :

reported

If In this study it was found that cirrus usually appears much less bright than lower
thicker clouds. In fact, it often cannot be seen even against a dark land or water
background and of course it is invisible against a lower overcast.* Areas of scattered or broken unresolved cumulus clouds also had relatively low brightnesses 3
owing to the contribution of both cloud and background to the more-or-less uniform
intermediate grey.

"Low and middle overcast layers usually were relatively bright 3 but again little
could be deduced about the cloud thickness from the brightness alone, except that
some difference was noticeable toward the low end of the thickness scale. Usually
it was not possible to state whether a bright stratiform cloud mass was '600 metres'
thick or '1,200 metres' thick, or whether it was a stratocumulus layer, a thick altostratus overcast, or a combination of both. 11

*

11m general 3 cirrus seems to be less visible from TIROS than it is in rocket photographs.
Negley (1958) states that cirrus in rocket photos appears as a more or less dense mass
and may obscure any underlying clouds. In the TIROS pictures of this study there was
some dense cirrus seen, but much more of the cirrus was either semitransparent or invisible."
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It should also be pointed out that the scale of the cloud patterns seen in the
photographs is one or two orders of magnitude larger than that of similar patterns seen from
the ground.
is the
in the
rather
rence,
causes

The basis for the initial interpretation of cloud elements seen in TIROS pictures
knowledge of cloud forms as seen from the earth's surface or from aircraft flying
troposphere or lower stratosphere. Studies of various cloud forms have resulted in
detailed description, tabulations of average dimensions, areas and times of occurand numerous empirical and theoretical conclusions as to the physical and synoptic
of their formation.
Figure 12

A TIROS I picture with isolines of nadir
angle of view

superimposed.

Resolution

over the region inside of the 35° angle
of view ranges from 1.9 to 4.0 km. Areas
F and G are both fields of low-level
I -'-h
cumulus clouds, despite their different
I·
appearance. Area G, the large band of
j
cloudiness across the centre from upper
left to lower right, is mostly broken
cumulus clouds, including large towering
cumuli but no reported thunderstorms.
The cumuliform structure is readily
apparent, although clusters rather than
individual clouds are visible. A good
many, but not all, of the individual
clouds doubtless are smaller than the
raster line width. Area F also is a
field of cumulus cloUds; but here the
clouds are scattered to broken small
cumuli with cloud diameters probably
less than ~ mile, so the cumuliform
structure is not discernible. In fact,
this area looks more like a thin overcast stratus deck. Area H is essentially
a stratocumulus overcast} here, too, no
cumuliform structure is discernible except perhaps near the- edges. In the upper left corner near the horizon, the combination of lar@€ nadir angle of view and generally poorer focus precludes definition of
anything other than the grossest features. Along the 60° isoline the horizontal line
width is nearly 10 miles.
~:·<·IBI··
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-

2.4.5
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-

Cumuliform low clouds

The average diameters of cumuliform clouds range from less than a hundred metres
for small fair-weather cumulus to over 15 kilometres for mature thunderstorms made up of
several cells (Byers and Braham, 1948; Schereschewsky, 1945). Thus at least half of the
size range of cumuli is smaller than the minimum raster line widths of the wide and medium
angle cameras. A field of small fair-weather cumulus appears at best as a greyish haze in
the TIROS pictures. Towering cumulus and small cumulonimbus usually carmot be seen unless
they occur in clusters} individual cells are seldom seen. Larger thunderstorms, and lines
of thunderstorms are visible and. readily identifiable as cumuliform clouds in the TlliOS
pictures. In the narrow angle pictures from TIROS I and II, all but the smallest cumulus
clouds can be seen where the raster line width is at its minimum. However, in no case is it
possible to see such details as the cauliflower appearance of individual cumuli (Figure 12).
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2.4.6

Altocumulus clouds

By definition the smallest elements of altocWIlulus have a width not greater than
ten solar diameters, or about 5° of arc, which sUbtends about 270 metres at a height of
3,300 metres (International Cloud Atlas). The 'm~jority of altocumulu~ elements occur above
3,300 metres and have diameters ranging from 33 to 330 metres} thus are too small to be
seen as "individual cloud elements by the current wide and_,rnediiun angle cameras. The grey
shades between elements do not provide sufficient contrast to be detected by the narrow
angle camera, Elements of an order of magnitude larger than 300 metres across, such as
altocumulus castellatus, and large altocumulus lenticularis are sufficiently large to be
visible in the vidicon pictures.

Stratocumulus clouds
Stratocumulus~clouds (defined in th~ WMO International Cloud Atlas), quite similar
in structure to altocumulus, present virtually the same view to TIROS as do the altocumulus.
Elements cannot be distinguished, and an extensive area of stratocurnulus appears as an amorphous sheet of clouds. Exceptions are large detached elements, which can be individually
distinguished, and layers less than about 330 metres thick, which may appear as a grey haze,
similar to that of a field of small fair-weather cumulus.

2.4.8

Banded clouds

The pictures from TIROS I gave meteorologists their first opportunity to examine a
large number of the large-scale banded cloud structures of the atmosphere. Some rather extensive surveys of bands of altocumulus and cirrus associated with high-speed winds had

been conducted prior to TIROS by Conover (1959), Schaefer (1953), McLean (1957), Stone (1957)
and Hubert and Schultz (1960).
Altocumulus is observed in bands both parallel and transverse to the wind flow.
Parallel bands generally are formed in the vicinity of a jet stream while transverse waves,
usually a smaller scale phenomenon, are particularly noticeable in areas where the mOlUltain
wave effect is to be expected, but can frequently be observed as part of the structure of
larger scale cloud bands. Schaefer (1953) has observed that parallel bands normal to the
wind flow may also be associated with jet streams.
ClOUd streets
Many observers have noted that cumulus and stratocurnulus clouds tend to be aligned
in parallel rows or cloud streets* under certain wind conditions. These streets generally
occur in unstable air under conditions of negative curvature of the vertical wind profile,
i.e., ll a strong curvature of the wind profile containing in most cases a definite wind. max1mwn within the convective layer)1I (Kuettner, 1959) Schuetz and Fritz, 1961). In general,
cloud streets are oriented roughly parallel to the wind flow at the cloud level or possibly
to the wind Shear through the cloud layer (Kuettner, 1959). Evidence points to the association of both cloud streets and major cirrus bands with helical flow patterns (Conover) 1959}

Kuettner, 1959).
The line structure of cloud streets and other linear cloud formations can be more
easily discerned in the satellite photographs than more compact cloud features, just as
linear patterns, such as highways and railroad tracks are discernible in aerial photographs
even though the width of the image is less than the resolution threshold of the film. The
line structure of cloud streets sometimes shows in the low resolution TIROS wide-angle
pictures, even in cases where the individual clOUd elements are not resolved; this is generally true of all linear cloud formations which can be seen from TffiOS.

*

See glossary - Appendix A.
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2.4.10
Hurricanes were known to be spirally structured systems well before satellite pic,tures were available (Wexler, 1947). The essentially spirally banded structure of extratropical cyclones was not fully appreciated until TIROS pictures were available, although
this structure had been noted by Kessler and Atlas (1956) and others (Figure 13). The bands
of clouds surrounding "old,ll or mature cyclones range in width from one hundred to several
hundreds of kilometres, and appear to contain generally banded substructures, some parelleling the orientation of the basic band, and some oriented at various angles to it. This
streakiness of the broad bands suggests the presence of several well separated layers of
clouds, which are either broken or thin (Winston and Tourville, 1961, and Winston, 1960).
A rather regular pattern of spiral bands can be postulated. Near the centre, the bands
appear to be thick, probably merging layers of overcast clouds; farther from the centre,
layers tend to become separated in the ·vertical and appear to be broken layers; and the
bands again thicken along the frontal zones found equatorward of the mature cyclone centre.
Of most interest are the clear, rather narrow "moats lt between the broad bands, probably
caused "either by downward vertical motion or by advection of dry air (Leese, 1962, Winston
and Tourville, 1961). This same I1 moat lt effect has been noted at the edges of the main body
of mature hurricanes, both in TIROS pictures, and in pictures from the MA-4 Mercury orbital
flight, and is believed to be the result of downward vertical motions (Figure 14). The typical distribution of the clouds associated with cyclones in various stages of development,
seen by TIROS, has recently been described by Boucher and Newcomb (1962).

2.4.11
Although the cloud data are of primary interest, various other features are so
apparent on a large number of pictures that it has been impossible to concentrate solely on
the clouds. Studies of snowfields (Fritz,1962), ice in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence River
(Wark and Popham, 1960, 1962), sun glint on large bodies of water, etc., have been published,
or are in progress (Figure 15).
Land areas in general contrast with the sea surface rather well. Deserts and snowcovered land provide the strongest contrasts, while heaVily forested dark soils provide the
least contrast. Several pictures taken over the Mediterranean coast of Northern Africa show
not only strong contrast between land and sea but also the contrasts between the desert and
the rocky outcropping of El Harudj al Aswad, a "black" mountain in the Libyan desert
(Figure 16), as well as between completely sand-covered areas and partly denuded rock or
gravel substrata. The Nile River delta area also shows darkly against the desert, indicating the lower reflectivity of the vegetation of the delta area (Figure 17).
It is also possible that the topography of the sea bottom in shoal water areas can
be seen in the TffiOS pictures. Pictures taken from the unmanned PROJECT MERCURY MA-4 flight
showed the shoal sea bottom of the Bahamas very clearly. Shoal water areas seem to be discernible in several TIROS pictures taken at low nadir angles over the Nile River delta area,
in the area north of the island of Hispanola, and over the Florida Keys. While this identification is not at all certain, nevertheless it points to the possibility that pictures from
earth-oriented satellites may show this feature.
Sun glint, or the specular reflection of the sun on bodies of water, has been seen
in large numbers of TffiOS pictures (Figure 18). It is hoped that studies of this phenomenon
will lead to a method for estimating sea surface conditions. For example, a small, welldefined image might indicate a smooth windless surface, and a large spreadout area of general
brightness could indicate a rough sea condition. This index, together with cloud street patterns, might make possible the identification of surface wind directions and speeds over
oceans and large bodies of water.
The narrow-angle pictures from TffiOS I of ice in the Gulf of st. Lawrence and
Atlantic Ocean near Newfoundland showed great detail, and led to the conclusion that
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Figure 13 - Representative photographs of Northern hemisphere cyclones

Figure 14
This TIROS V photograph of Typhoon Ruth was taken 18 August 1962
when the storm was about 500 kIn south-south-east of Tokyo.
The
eye of the storm is visible in the lower left of the picture.
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Figure 15

Snow on Alps.

TIROS IV.

15 April 1962.

,~"'"

•.

Figure 16 - lIBlack mOlU1tain (El Harudj
al Aswad) in Libyan desert. TIROS III.
15 July 1961.

Figure 17 - Nile River showing delta
area, Sinai Peninsula3 and Dead Sea.
TIROS V.

27 June 1962.

Figure 18 - SlUl glint on Lake Victoria.
Note circular Cumulonimbus 3 about 70 km
in diameter 3 on west shore of lake.
TIROS IV.

15 February 1962.
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surveillance by satellite was feasible. To test this hypothesis a project was established
during the operation of TIROS II to obtain simultaneous satellite and aerial ice reconnaissance pictures and observations in the st. Lawrence River and Gulf areas. The results of
this project are discussed fully in the U.S. Weather Bureau Meteorological Satellite Laboratory Report No.8 (Wark and Popham, 1962; see also Wark, Popham, Dotson and Colaw, 1962).
Project TIREC, a similar joint United states-Canadian project was activated with the launch
of TIROS IV on 8 February 1962, with periods of observation in February and early April,
coincident with the northern hemisphere viewing capabilities of the satellite (Figure 19).
Not so much detail was available from the satellite pictures, since TillOS IV was not equipped
with the narrow-angle camera as were the TillOO I and II satellites. However, the project
aircraft obtained considerably more data than were obtained in the spring of 1961. Ice surveillance by satellite does appear feasible, and if such a programme is actively pursued the
broad-scale patterns of sea ice conditions will be available daily when earth-oriented satellites are in orbit.
Snow has been seen and identified in pictures from the wide-, medium-, and narrowangle cameras of all the TillOS satellites. Pictures of snow on high mountain ranges exhibit
some rather readily identifiable characteristics. Snow on the Alps forms a crescent, or
hook-shaped bright area on the photographs. Snow over mountains, especially in the narrowangle camera pictures, presents a dendritic appearance, the branched effect being the result
of the contrast between the snow-free valleys and the snow covered ridges. Snow can also
be seen rather easily in coastal areas where the land-sea contrast is normally weak. The
entire area shows a great increase in brightness immediately after a snOWfall. It is quite
often difficult to distinguish between clouds and snow cover because of the poor brightness
contrast between them. It is sometimes helpful to compare a series of pictures over the
same area on successive days to determine snow cover. As techniques for snow detection
improve, information on the extent, and perhaps the character, and a correlation between
the extent and the depth of snow over inaccessible areas could be obtained, all of which
would be useful to hydrologists for estimating water availability, and for river stage and
flood forecasting.
2.5

Correlation of cloud pictures with synoptic data

The initial reaction of those who viewed the first pictures from TillOS I was one
of amazement at the clarity with which cloud patt·erns and landmarks could be seen. The next
action was to compare the cloud patterns visible with the known synoptic situation at the
time the pictures were taken. It was not at all surprising to find that the satellitepictured cloud patterns fit the synoptic patterns very closely. Indeed, the general experienoe with the cloud pictures has shown the general correctness of the Norwegian frontal
models (Figure 20). Detailed examination of the pictures, however, has revealed additional
information which has led to relatively minor modifications of the theoretical models. The
relationship of the banded structure of cyclones, discussed previously, and its relationship
to surface frontal patterns provided the basis for some, as yet informal, modifications of
the traditional cyclone models. Detailed analyses of cyclone structure determined from
satellite photographs are available in the literature (Bristor and Ruzecki, 1960; Fritz 1961;
Winston 1960; Winston and Tourville, 1961; and others). The satellite cloud pictures used
in these and other studies have been compared with the normal surface reports of clouds, allsky photographs, radar, and pictures from aircraft, rockets, and orbital vehicles. Standard
surface and upper-air data are used to define the synoptic patterns and for computations
of the divergence, vertical motion, and vorticity patterns existing in the atmosphere at the
time the satellite pictures were taken. The cloud patterns can then be used as a gross check
on the computed motions of the atmosphere. For example, extensive cloudiness probably indicates upward vertical motions, while a lack of cloudiness suggests the existence of either
no vertical motion or downward motions. The positive and negative vertical motions associated with cyclones are generally depicted as rather broad areas by computer methods. When
the computed vertical motions are matched with the prevailing cloudiness shown in satellite
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Figure 19
This series of pictures was taken during Phase II of Project TIREC (TIROS Ice Reconnaissance),
a joint Canadian-U.S. effort to evaluate the potential use of meteorological satellites for ice
surveillance and reconnaissance.
The area shown is the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The persistent
bright area seen in all of these pictures is ice around Prince Edward Island. TIROS IV.
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pictures, it becomes evident that the actual vertical motion field in the atmosphere is
finer in structure than the computed field which is often erroneously computed in areas of
sparse data. This has suggested the use of the cloud pictures as a check against computed
parameters, or their direct use as initial-data output. Several projects are in progress
to determine the feasibility to derive sufficient information from the cloud pictures for
use as initial moisture, vertical motion, and divergence input to numerical prediction
models (Figure 21).
The empirical and theoretical correlation of satellite cloud patterns with frontal

systems and pressure patterns, both surface and upper air, will provide a method for deducing the synop·tic patterns oyer those areas of the earth which do not have dense meteorological observational networks.
Much researdh remains to be done to determine all of the possible uses of the cloud
pictures. However" much operational use of the data has already been made and will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Radiation data

Measurements of terrestrial radiation have been obtained by both the Explorer VII
satellite and the TIROS II, III and IV satellites. The hemispheric sensors of Explorer VII
and the TIROS satellites measure the integrated radiation over broad areas. Despite the
low resolution, the data from Explorer VII show weather patterns on the synoptic" or macroscale (Weinstein and Suomi, 1961). The higher resolution (5 degree field of view) of the
5-channel scanning radiometer of TIROS II, III and IV provided data which was used to arrive
at much more detailed analyses than those from the hemispheric sensors. The mapping and
analyses of the 5-channel radiation measurements are treated in detail in another section
of this chapter.
Details on each channel of the 5-charmel radiometer are listed in Table 3" Chapter 1.
For convenience" a short version of this table is repeated t
Channel

Approx. band width

Short description

1

3

6.0 to 6.5 microns
8 to 12 microns
0.2 to 6 microns

4

1 to 30 microns

5

0.55

Water-vapour absorption
Water-vapour window
Mainly reflected solar radiation
Emitted terrestrial radiation
Reflected solar radiation in
the same visible regions as
the television cameras

2

3.2

to

0.75

microns

Character of raw data

TillOS radiation measurements are made continuously through each orbit. Data are
recorded on an endless loop of magnetic tape for a period of 100 minutes. If data are not
transmitted at the end of the period" as can happen when the satellite is not wi thin range
of a data acquisition station for several orbits" the data previously recorded are erased
as new data are recorded. Measurement signals from the five channels of the radiometer are
combined and transmitted to the ground as a composite signal. (See Bandeen" Hanel" Licht"
et a1., 1961.)

3.3

Reduction of data to useful form

The composite signal containing data from the 5-channel radiometer" and from other
instruments" is recorded on magnetic tape at the ground station. A lI quick look" demodulator
at the reception point allows a gross visual check on the quality of the signals. Aside from
the visual check" nothing further is done with radiation data at the acquisition station.
The data tapes" in original analogue (frequency signal) form" are then sent to the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) of NASA for demodulation and conversion into digital form for
processing by computers.
Digitization is accomplished by sampling the continuous record at specific intervals and then converting the voltage record at each point to digital form. For TlllOS II
these digitized data were checked for acceptability for further processing on an IBM - 7(Y)0
computer by the Meteorological Satellite Laboratory of the Weather Bureau.
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Unacceptable data were reprocessed;

acceptable data were further processed to pro-

duce a binary tape which combines orbital and radiometer calibration data with the dig!tized
raw radiation data to produce the Final Meteorological Radiation (FMR) Tape. The FMR tape

is the form in which the radiation data are stored in archives. This binary tape, which
locates each radiation datum point by latitude and longitude, by nadir and azimuth angle,
and in time; and gives the intensity of radiation in watts per square metre .. is used in
computers for analysis of the data.

(Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA.. and U.S. Department
Processing of radiation data from later TIRas is

of Commerce - Weather Bureau, 1961 (1)).
continuing.

).4

The uses of the data

Selected data from all five channels of the scanning radiometer on TJROS II have
been mapped by computer and published (Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA, U.S. Department
of Commerce - Weather Bureau, 1961 (1) and (2». Preliminary studies have been made of
Channel 2 rad±ation measurements in the 8-12 micron "window." (Figures 22 and 23). These
measurements show the t1 e ffective temperatures" of the radiating surfaces below the satellite
(Fritz and Winston, 1962). The radiating surfaces are the tops of clouds in overcast areas,
and the earth's surface in cloud-free areas. In areas of scattered or broken clOUds, these
temperatures are not easily identifiable in terms of cloud top or ground temperatures, since
they represent a weighted average of the two. In the middle and low latitUdes, contours on
these Tftemperature lf maps separate, Within the resolution limits, the cold tops of middle
and high clouds from the usually warmer tops of low clouds or the earthts surface; thus
these maps can be used as cloud maps. Because the infra-red radiation data are not dependent
upon solar radiation, maps of these data can be used as indicators of the gross patte:rn of
cloudiness on the night side of the earth where television pictures are not available. In
addition an approximate determination of the height of the tops of overcast clouds can be
made by correlating the effective temperatures with actual or climatological lapse rates.
Infra-red flux, mapped from the Channel 4 (7-30 micron) data have also been examined
(Wark, Yamamoto, and Lienesch, 1962). There is, of course, substantial correspondence between maps of Channel 2 and Channel 4 data, since radiation sensed by Charmel 4 includes a
very substantial contribution by the 8-12 micron region. The emission over the remainder of
the 7 to 30 micron region is primarily from the carbon dioxide and water vapour absorption
bands, which absorb radiation from the earth f s surface and the lower atmosphere. Emission
from the top of the atmosphere in these bands originates mostly higher in the atmosphere and
thus represents lower temperature than that detected in the 8-12 micron region; the relatively uniform horizontal distribution of theSe atmospheric constituents probably helps to
account for the relatively uniform differences between the radiation data maps derived from
measurements in the Channel 2 and Channel 4 spectral regions.
Channel 4 data have been used to prepare daily composite radiation charts for the
northern hemisphere. Average values at each 5 degree latitUde circle between 200 N and 55°N t
and the average value for all latitudes were obtained for each data day from these charts.
Time variations of these averaged values of radiation show that the large-scale variations
in long-wave radiation are related to time variations in hemispheric energy parameters (Wark
and Winston, 1962; Winston and Rao, 1962).
The data from Channell, used to measure radiation from the upper portion of the
major wa,ter-vapour layers in the atmosphere, have also been mapped. Charmel 1 maps present
a rather smooth appearance, with large homogeneous ar~as and small gradients. These data,
as well as Channel 2 data, may, at some future date, be used as input to baroclinic numerical
prediction models for forecasting clouds and precipitation. The Channel 2 data would be
used to specify the presence of cloUds, while the Channel 1 data would be used to estimate
the moisture available for the formation or maintenance of clouds.

The data from Channel 3 (0.25 to 6.0), when mapped, show many small discrete
tres of high and low radiation values.

cenThe average of the values detected by this channel
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High resolution radiation map
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of the radiometer should lead to a more accurate estimate of the earth I s albedo. Preliminary

analyses (Norberg, Bandeen, Conrath, et al., 1962) indicate values somewhat lower than those
currently accepted . . The albedo data from Channel 3 will be very useful for studies of the
earth's heat balance, since the net solar radiation absorbed by the earth-atmosphere system

readily be derived from them. Combination of these short-wave values with the long-wave
information derived from Channel 4 will yield fields of values for the net radiation received
(or lost) by the earth-atmosphere system.
CfQ1

Maps of Channel 5 measurements have been closely investigated by Fujita (1962), who
found a remarkable agreement between the intensities of the reflected solar insolation
detected by Channel 5 and the brightnesses of clouds and terrain seen in the pictures from
the satellite. It was also noted that visual reflections from the top of cirrus varied with
the size of the ice crystals~ i.e.~ reflection is reduced as the average size of the ice
crystals decreases~ suggesting that radiation measurements would show a decrease in Channel 5
response and an increase in Channel 2 response as radiation from lower cloud layers penetrates upward.
The usefulness of radiation data acquired by meteorological satellites is at present limited mainly by their relative inaccessibility for immediate use and to a smaller
extent by our still incomplete knowledge of how to assign meteorologically meaningful values
to the measurements in the various spectral response regions. In the meantime~ plans are
under way to use these data to obtain not only the heights~ temperatures, and distribution
of clouds on the night side of the earth~ but also to find ways to use them as a measure of
variations in net solar insolation and terrestrial emission and their relationship with
changes in global circulation; to measure surface temperatur~d~stributionsOver land and
ocean areas; etc. An infra-red spectrometer, to be used on ~ture generations of meteorological satellites will measure~ if only crudely, the vertical distribution of temperature
in the atmosphere from about 500 mb to one millibar.
Although it is obvious from the discussions above that it is not now possible to
use the TIROS radiation data concurrently with other immediately usable data, plans are
under way for such processing of radiation data acquired by satellites of the future. These
plans will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1

Uses of picture data in daily operations

When the initial cloud pictures were received from TIROS I, it was apparent that
the pictures could be used immediately in daily operations, even though the satellite was
a research and development vehicle and plans called for use of the data as research material.
This possibility was recognized prior to the launch of TIROS I and an operational use plan
had been developed. The nephanalysis procedures which had been developed llilder this plan
were used experimentally during the lifetime of TIROS I and during most of the TIROS II
operations. With modifications, the plan was considered fully operational as TIROS III went
into operation, and was used throughout the lifetime of TIROS III and succeeding TIROS.
Implicit in the use of pictures for daily operations is the selection of the area
to be viewed. Decisions as to the regions of greatest meteorological interest for programming each orbital pass are made by the U.S. Weather Bureau. Basic considerations for this
decision are the attitude of the satellite and the area the camera can see "in sunlight.
Interpretation of data obtained on previous passes 3 areas of interest as indicated on conventional weather charts 3 the requirements of various agencies 3 and the stated plans of
co-operating experimenters both in the United States and abroad, are all considered in arriving at a decision for programming. Unless othenvise dictated by_engineering or experimental
considerations 3 instructions which will schedule the satellite to take pictures in the areas
desired are prepared at the TIROS Technical Control Center and then relayed to the satellite
by the command and data acquisition stations.
4.2

Readout

Readout from the satellite takes place while the spacecraft is within telemetry
range of the gro1.ll1d station. Both direct and remote pictures are acquired at this time. The
data from each TV tape are transmitted to the receiving station at a rate of about one
picture every three seconds. These pictures are recorded on tape and displayed on a kinescope (a type of cathode ray tUbe) simultaneously.
As each picture is displayed on the kinescope it is photographed to provide the
Later the tape is
played back to produce a negative film strip which is used to produce the archival film.

35 rom positive film strip which is used for meteorological analysis.
4.3

Rectification

Use of the picture data both for research and operational purposes" requires that
the user be able to
locate the picture in space and time; identify the various features
Vi sible 3 and arrive at a meteorologically meaningful interpretation of those features; and
finally to rectifY3 or transfer these features from the picture image to a meteorologically
useful scale and projection on a map (Figure 24).
The television pictures are received at ds:I;A. acquisition stations at Wallops Station, Virginia 3 and Point Mugu, California. Meteorological teams under the direction of
the Weather Bureau locate 3 rectify and interpret the pictures. The laborious perspective
grid technique which was used for rectifying the pictures from TIROS I and II is now a backup method. The method involved five separate steps. The picture was projected on a focus
sheet to obtain the proper magnification for the perspective grid library. Then, with the
proper perspective grid substituted for the focus sheet 3 a hand transfer to a rectangular
grid having lines corresponding to those on the perspective grid was made. Next 3 the cloud
outlines were traced on to an oblique mercator map having the same scale as the rectangular
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grid. Finally, a tedious hand transfer to a standard weather map projection was effected.
Experience in using this method showed that the third and fourth steps of this procedure
could be combined. Toward the end of the operationally useful period of TIROS II.. a medium
speed electronic computer was installed at Point Mugu to precompute geographical grids for
each picture. When predicted orientation and picture times for TIROS II were correct for
a particular pass .. these 5 degree latitude-longitude grids were used in place of the perspective grids. This made possible a single hand transfer from the computed grid to the
synoptically usable map scale. Computer produced grids were used at both readout stations
throughout the operation of TffiOS III and subsequent TillOS satellites. The use of these
grids permitted faster rectification than was possible for TillOS I and II photographs. The
latest improvement involves drawing the grid lines directly on photographic positive prints.
This is done by placing the photographs on top of the grids on a light table. In this way,
the gridded pictures can be fitted together as a mosaic from which a nephanalysis can then
be constructed. An alternate method is an adaptation of a rectification method devised by
Dr. T. Fujita (1961). Although very time consuming, the Fujita method is considerably more
accurate than the perspective grid method, and is used daily to verify satellite attitude
information. The accuracy obtained using these gridding methods varies. Accuracy of plus
or minus one degree of latitude over the principal point area of the picture is average.
Toward the edges of the field of view, accuracy decreases gradually, with a sudden sharp
decrease in accuracy as the horizon is approached.
4.4

Dissemination

Perhaps the major problem of the TIROS immediate operational use programme is that
of getting the information to the users on a timely basis. Meteorologists at the data
acquisition stations have developed the ability to produce a nephanalysis at a usable synoptic scale in as short a time as 1 ~ hours after the time of data readout from the satellite.
However, average delay between observation and transmission on international communications
networks has been seven hours. This delay is caused by the time lapse between remote photography and acquisition, and various communications, scheduling and other problems. To fulfill requirements of various governmental agencies, a routine programme to disseminate these
nephanalyses in time for operational use both by facsimile and in coded teletypewriter form
was undertaken during the operational life of' TIROS II and has been continued. Limited dissemination of nephanalyses was made experimentally during the operation of TIROS I. A total
of 291 TIROS II, 787 TIROS III, and 795 TIROS IV nephanalyses (TIROS V and VI were still
operating at this writing) were transmitted via facsimile to users in North America, Europe
and the Pacific. To other users, not equipped with facsimile receivers, coded nephanalyses
continue to be disseminated over international land-line and radio teletypewriter circuits.
During TIROS IV operations, an experimental radiofacsimile broadcast was in operation from 15 April to 30 June 1962, to furnish nephanalyses in pictorial form to weather
services in Europe, Africa, South America, Australia, Japan, and the Pacific Islands. These
broadcasts were resumed on 1 October 1962, and will continue lliltil 1 July 1963. Extension
of this programme beyond July of 1963 will be considered on the basis of experience, and use
made of' the information.
On the whole, those who received the TIROS nephanalyses, in either coded or pictorial form, expressed satisfaction with the product~ some users documented the value of the
nephanalyses by citing specific instances when the nephanalyses were the only usable data
available.

4.5

Examples of operations use

TIROS I data were used operationally on a limited scale, but since the launch of
TIROS III, extensive operational use has been made of the picture data. The nephanalyses
transmi tted from the readout stations to Suitland, Maryland, are immediately examined by
meteorologists of the Operations Branch of the U.S. Weather Bureauls National Weather Satellite Center and the National Meteorological Center. The nephanalyses are compared with
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analyses based on conventional data. Where warranted, the conventional analyses are
adjusted to conform to the synoptic patterns depicted by the cloud patterns seen from the
satellite. During the operations of TIROS III to the present the master analyses at the
National Meteorological Center have been adjusted on a number of separate occasions. The
day to day satellite observations of hurricanes, typhoons, tropical and extratropical vortices, cloud bands, and other large cloud formations were used for relocating fronts, pressure centres, re-analysis of isobaric fields, and for confirming analysis, especially in
areas of sparse or doubtful data.

During TIROS III operations, the U.S. Weather Bureau established a special warning
programme. Under this programme~ flash advisories on tropical storms or other potentially
hazardous weather seen in the TIROS pictures, and either previously undetected or not accurately located by conventional data, were sent to all concerned both in the United States
and abroad. A total of 75 of these bulletins, based on TIROS III pictures, were sent to
addressees including Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Mauritius, Mexico, the Philippines, and
Taiwan, as well as U.S. weather installations both in the continental United States and
abroad. During TIROS Dr operations, 84 of these special bulletins were dispatched. This
programme will continue as long as it remains useful.
Nephanalyses, if received routinely, obviously can be used as horizontal weather
depiction charts by aircraft commanders. To date the aviation weather stations at International Airport (Idlewild), New York, New York, and Honolulu, Hawaii, have reported using
nephanalyses in this manner. The facsimile nephanalysis is reproduced, and, after the pilot
is briefed, it is handed to him for his use during the flight. The most spectacular use has
been on the air routes from New York to Dakar, Honolulu to Kwajelein, and Honolulu to Tahiti
oyer which there are unusually small nwnbers of observations available. Responses of the
pilots who have used these charts have been enthusiastic.
A brief list of the possible operational uses of satellite weather data should include hurricane and typhoon tracking; extratropical storm surveillance and tracking} severe
storm detection and tracking; general applications to aviation forecasting, such as en
route weather briefings, particularly over sparse data areas, aerial refuelling operations}
initial data for numerical weather prediction operations, and such miscellaneous operations
as optimum surface ship routing, support to orbital and other space missions, and weather
warning service. Each of these applications could be discussed in much detail, both from
past experience with the use of the new source of data, and by postulation of other possible
uses. Much descriptive literature both in anticipation of and subsequent to the first orbiting of a meteorological satellite is in existence and is generally available through the
World Meteorological Organization. A number of papers are listed in the bibliography of
this Technical Note.
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Plans and possibilities for future meteorological satellites

The performance of TIROS I, and the value of the data received from it, exceeded
all expectations. This first meteorological satellite experiment proved so useful to the
meteorological services of the United States that the National Co-ordinating Committee for
Aviation Meteorology formed and instructed an ad hoc Panel on Operational Meteorological
Satellites to formulate a plan for an operational system. This panel proposed and described
a system to be known as the National Operational Meteorological Satellite System (NOMSS).
This system when fully operational, would provide for the continuous observation of worldwide meteorological conditions and for processing and disseminating the data obtained for
use in weather forecasting.
TIROS, despite its success in providing hitherto unobtainable observations, can
photograph only about 20 per cent of the earth daily (Figure 25). Even this coverage is
severely restricted by attitude and orbital characteristics as discussed in Chapter 1. Thus
advanced satellites are necessary to provide the full and continuous global weather observations called for in the NOMSS plan. Two kinds of advanced satellites are under consideration for use in the system: Nimbus (Stampfl and Press, 1962) and a synchronous meteorological satellite.
Nimbus, an earth-oriented satellite, will provide a twice-a-day look at atmospheric
conditions over most of the earth from an altitude of 800 to 1,160 kilometres. The Synchronous satellite, also earth oriented in a stationary orbit at 35,880 kilometres above the
equator, will provide broad-scale continuous surveillance over a large segment of the earth.
The NOMSS plan calls for two Nimbus satellites and three Synchronous satellites in
orbit simultaneously to provide a complete and continuous weather watch.
Plans call for a TIROS satellite in orbit at all times until the Nimbus system is
operating successfully. This will provide for additional operational experience and additional research data, as well as for a continuation of the valuable weather surveillance
which started with TIROS 1.
5.2

The Nimbus satellite

Nimbus, the first of the advanced satellites for the NOMSS system, is already under
design and prototypes of the subsystems are being tested under the direction of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. It is designed to orbit at an altitude of approximately 800 to 1,160 kilometres with its sensors directed toward the earth at all times. The
nearly polar 80 degree retrograde orbit is such that the satellite will cross the equator
at a fixed local time (local noon and local midnight for Nimbus I) on each circuit of the
earth,; thus every part of the earth, except where there is polar darkness, will be seen in
sunlight at least once each 24-hour period (Figure 26).
The sensory system of the first Nimbus satellite will include an improved television (vidicon) camera system to provide pictures of global cloud patterns in daylight, and
a radiation sensing system to provide measurements of atmospheric and terrestrial radiation,
from which night-time cloud cover can be derived.
The cam~ra system will consist of three vidicon cameras. The optical axis of the
central camera is parallel to the axis of the satellite and, nominally is always vertical to
the earth's surface. The flanking cameras point sideward at an angle of 35 degrees to the
axis of the central camera, and look to either side of the suborbital path. These cameras
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are designed to take simultaneous pictures at about IOO-second intervals during the daylight portion of each circuit of the earth. This will provide three side-by-side pictures
covering an area about 640 kilometres by 2~4oo kilometres. The resolution planned for these
cameras ranges from o~4 kilometres at zero nadir angle to 2.4 kilometres at the corners of
the outside pictures. The pictures from each side camera will overlap the pictures from the
central camera by about five per cent, and each set of three pictures will slightly overlap
the preceding set. A maximum of 33 sets of three pictures will be stored for each orbit.
In most cases the stored pictures will be transmitted to the ground as the satellite begins
its next circuit of the earth. In the event this is not possible an additional 33 sets of
pictures can be stored for subsequent readout.
The first satellite in the Nimbus series will probably carry a high resolution
infra-red system to measure, during the night p-art of each orbit, the approximate temperatures of cloud tops or, in cloud-free areas, the ground or ocean surface temperatures. The
measurements will be used to obtain night-time cloud maps and to approximate the height of
the cloud tops. The sensor will be the lI eye ll of the satellite during the time the area
beneath it is in darkness, but will not be used to obtain day-time data. Later Nimbus satellites will carry an additional medium resolution infra-red system to provide this information at a resolution of 65 kilometres, instead of the 8 kilometre resolution of the high
resolution sensors. The medium resolution sensor will furnish the kind of information now
being provided by the 5-channel radiometer on TIROS satellites. The high resolution sensors
will provide infra-red measurements that may be sufficiently detailed to permit construction
of detailed cloud maps over the night side of the earth. A lower resolution radiation sensor to obtain heat balance measurements may be included on future Nimbus satellites also.
Nimbus will also carry an Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system, a slowscan television system that will take and transmit cloud pictures every 208 seconds. This
system will permit anyone to receive the pictures by setting up a relatively inexpensive
receiviI1:g station. Pictures will encompass a square area approximately 1,000 nautical miles
on a side. Because the range of a ground station is greater than the radius of the picture,
some of the pictures received will show areas that will not include the ground station.
Ground stations for the APT system consist of three basic components: a tracking
antenna with a 1~200 nautical mile range, a sensitive receiver, and a 240 line per minute
facsimile recorder which will produce a picture eight inches wide. Locations at latitUdes
equatorward of 45 degrees to 50 degrees N or S will be able to acquire one to three pictures
from at least one orbit daily with one polar-orbiting Nimbus satellite in operation. At
higher latitudes there will be an increase in the number of pictures per day, plus a significant amount of overlap of pictures received from successive orbits.
It is expected that the pictures will be us.eful for short period forecasting where
frequently overlapping pictures are available, and as supplementary data for integration
into local analyses where less frequent viewing is possible.
Information about the signal characteristics of the APT system
by the United States to all those interested.

will

be

furnished

The modular design of Nimbus will permit the addition of new or improved sensory
systems. As these systems are developed they can be tested as part of the research and
development programme. Some of those contemplated are electrostatic tape cameras for continuous picture strips, spectrometers for measuring atmospheric temperatu~es and constituents,
image-orthicon cameras for night-time photography, and radar to detect precipitation. These
and other sensors will be included in the operational spacecraft when proven to be reliable
and of operational value.
Two command and data acquisition (CDA) stations are planned for operational purposes during the 1963-1966 period. Control signals are sent to, and data are received from
the spacecraft at these stations. The data will be processed into a form suitable for
transmission to the Technical Control Center at the Goddard Space Flight Center and the
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Weather Bureau's National Weather Satellite Center at Suitland, Maryland. One of the stations will be located at Fairbanks.. AlaskaJ the other in Nova Scotia. Data will be received
at Fairbanks from only nine of the fourteen orbits per day. With two CDA stations in operation" data from all orbits will normally be received.
Central data_processing and analysis procedures will be used to convert data from
Nimbus into forms suitable for meteorological uses, such as in daily analysis and forecasting operations. These data also will be placed in the archives in formats suitable for
rapid retrieval to facilitate their use in research and development in the fields of forecasting, atmospheric circulation, physical meteorology, and for climatological study.
Processing will include computer preparation of geographic (latitude-longitude)
grids and map scale rectification of pictures, computer processing of radiation data, and
photographic processing. A computer will be used to prepare maps showing cloud coyer,
heights, and types, and maps of snow and ice cover. These products, after checking, will
be turned over to the National Meteorological Center for operational use. These data also
will be used to produce storm detection and tracking char·t.s. All products will be distributed to using meteorological agencies by the most expeditious means. Maps and pictures
will be transmitted in original form by facsimile, and in coded form by radio and teletypewriter to users in the United States and abroad.

5.3

The Synchronous satellite

The proposed Synchronous satellite is now only in the study stage; development of
components, etc., has not yet been approved. The proposal suggests the satellite be launched
into an equatorial orbit at an altitude of 35,880 kilometres. Due to its distance from
the earth, the speed of the satellite in its orbit would match that of the earth's rotation.
Thus it will appear to be stationary over the subsatellite point. The Synchronous satellite, as Nimbus, will be earth-oriented, but will have a considerably larger field of view,
which will permit effective observation over a circular area from approximately 600 N to 60 0 s
and extending an equal distance along the equator east and west from the satellite subpoint.
The principal instruments will be for cloud-cover observation. The instruments probably
will be a wide-angle camera, and a ground controlled variable focus high-resolution narrowangle camera to obtain more detailed views of cloud patterns that merit close scrutiny.

5.4

Meteorological impact

With three Synchronous satellites and two Nimbus satellites in orbit, the cloud
patterns over the earth will be under surveillance continuously. The Synchronous satellites
will furnish an integrated, but rather low resolution view of global weather patterns either
continuously or at very frequent intervals. The Nimbus satellites will supplement this view
with periodic, but considerably higher resolution day-time pictures and will provide information over areas not in view of the Synchronous satellite. Nimbus will also furnish surveillance, by means of its high resolution infra-red sensors, of the cloud systems on the night
side of the earth; temperature, water vapour, and atmospheric constituent measurements; and
net radiation data. If feasible, radar and sferics measurements will also be obtained from
the Nimbus satellites.
The availability of these data will have a tremendous impact on the science and
practice of meteorology. The most obvious impact will be in operational areas. The additional informatio.n on current conditions in the atmosphere that will be available daily can
be used to supplement analyses based on more conventional data to furnish information to the
multitudinous users of weather information, to furnish warnings of destructive weather, and
to serve as input to subjective and objective forecasting models.
Many avenues of investigation, presently blocked or entirely closed because of a
lack of data, will be opened as the meteorological satellite system goes into full operation.
Research in synoptic, physical, and planetary meteorology, global climatology, atmospheric
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electricity, etc. should be given an unprecedented impetus as previously unavailable data
begin to accumulate. Measurements from above most of the atmosphere also will stimulate
the design and use of new and improved methods of observation from the ground, from aircraft,
balloons, and rockets.
The availability of these global observations will necessitate communications facilities adequate to disseminate the information globally in order that maximum benefits may
be realized. Communications facilities with the capability to disseminate the estimated 1010
bits of information that will be available daily from one Nimbus alone, certainly should have

the capacity to handle all of the current meteorological traffic as well.
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6.1

International aspects

Since weather knows no international boundaries~ weather forecasting is one of the
most international of scientific practices. Close co-operation between nations is necessary
if timely meteorological advice for the protection of life and property is to be provided.
This was recognized nearly ninety years ago, when the International Meteorological Organization (now the World Meteorological Organization) was formed to facilitate free exchange of
weather information between the nations of the world.
When the first pictures from TIROS I were received, the meteorological community of
the United States realized that here was an unprecedented source of weather information. This
information could be used not only for immediate purposes, such as storm warnings and current
analysis, but also as a basis to extend, update, and initiate research in problem areas.
As experience in the use of satellite data increased and research proceeded in the
United States~ it was felt that meteorologists of other nations should be given the opportunity to examine and work with the data.. and to learn procedures at first hand. Accordingly,
an International Meteorological Satellite Workshop, sponsored jointly by the United States
Weather Bureau.. and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.. was held in
Washington D.C ... 13 to 22 November 1961. Participants from twenty-seven Members of the \lIMO
attended. Lectures on research results and on plans for weather satellites .. and visits to
NASA and U.S. Weather Bureau installations concerned with satellites .. preceded three full
days of actual work with satellite picture and radiation data. The consensus was that the
sessions had been well worth the time of the participants. (NASA and U.S. Department of
Commerce.. Weather Bureau, 1961.)

6.2

Co-operative observation programme

Since research with data from meteorological satellites depends on the availability
of conventional observations, an augmented observation programme was instituted in the United
States when the early TIROS satellites were in orbit. This programme includes detailed cloud
observations, whole sky photography, extra radiosonde flights, special aircraft reconnaissance and photographic flights, etc., all coincident with the passage of the satellite overhead.
During the operational life of TIROS III, WMO Members were invited to participate
by instituting special meteorological observation programmes similar to that described above.
Many countries participated, furnished copies of their data to the United States, and in
turn were furnished copies of the pictures by the United States; thus all parties had sufficient data to carryon limited or broadscale investigations. This programme was continued
during TiliOS N.. V and VI operations and is considered so valuable that its continuation in
the future seems assured.
6.3

International dissemination

As a Member of the World Meteorological Organization, the United States had the
obligation.. once the information from TIROS was considered to be of operational value, to
distribute that information to the Member States. Accordingly, when TffiOS II began operations, the nephanalyses derived from the cloud pictures were transmitted in coded form over
international weather communications networks. It was not possible to schedule the transmissions because of the day-to-day variation in data receipt time, thus in many cases the coded
analyses were delayed or discarded because of higher priority traffic. By TIROS III, time
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periods had been allotted to some of these transmissions, and more services reported receipt
of the messages. Prior to TIROS IV, a new code, which has the effect of shortening the message considerably, was devised, and is now in use.
From 15 April to 1 July 1962, and since 1 October 1962, during TIROS IV, V, and VI
operations, the facsimile broadcasts described in Chapter 4 made the nephanalysis available
for immediate scrutiny. The main advantage of facsimile dissemination of nephanalyses is
that the time needed to decode, plot, and analyse the coded message is saved.
As meteorological satellites come to be regarded as a normal part of the meteorological observation network of the world, it is certain that communications networks capable
of handling all of the significant data must be developed and used.
6.4

Availability of data for research

The large quantities of data being acquired and already acquired by the TffiOS experimental meteorological satellites have given rise to both enthusiasm and apprehension
within the meteorological community. Both the quality of the data, and the enormous quantity of data that will be usable for research in the various disc~plines within the science
of meteorology have E;ngendered enthusiasm. The veritable flood of data that aroused this
enthusiasm has also led to serious apprehension that identifying and storing each datum in
readily retrievable form for use in the future would be an insurmOlUltable task.
Prior to the lailllch of TJROS I and during the operation of each succeeding meteorological satellite, procedures for archiving and retrieving the data were and are a prime
consideration. The coming of newer, more advanced meteorological satellites has again made
planning for collecting, cataloguing, and storing in archives a prime necessity.
Plans for archival storage made prior to the launch of TffiOS I, were put into effect
as soon as the first data were received. These procedures, with necessary modifications and
improvements have been and are being used for archiving TJROS data. The essential features
are as follows
A few minutes after the picture signals are recorded on magnetic tape at a data
acquisition station the tape is played back and the pictures displayed on the TV screen are
photographed. This film is then mailed to the processor. After the initial distribution
of unedited copies to various agencies of the Government of the United States, the original
negative is edited and title frames are added. From the edited original negative, an archival master positive is produced and deposited at the National Weather Records Center (~C).
This centre makes positive and negative copies on request. Documentation of the films deposited in the archives is provided in the form of listings and maps showing the geographical
areas covered by each orbit. Documentation of the picture data from a currently operating
satellite is compiled on a month-by-month basis} each compilation requires several months
for completion.
The picture documentation for a satellite that is no longer operating is published
in the U.S. Weather Bureau series Key to Meteorological Records Documentation. The TIROS I
(Pyle and Mercer, 1961) and TIROS III (Pyle and Watson, 1962) catalogues have been published.
Similar catalogues will be published for succeeding satellites, but will not include coverage
maps when the pictures are of doubtful value for intensive study, such as the relatively poor
quality wide-angle camera pictures from TIROS II.
All of the picture sequences transmitted from TffiOS I and TJROS III have now been
stored on 30 metre reels of 35 mID microfilm at the U.S. National Weather Records Center.
Copies of these may be purchased by all. As film from subsequent TIROS is placed in the
archives, its availability will be armounced.
Duplicates of the master archival film, available only in complete lOO-foot reels,
can be furnished in the form of positive transparencies for projection or direct viewing, or
in the form of negatives, from which prints can be made. The pictures are arranged in
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chronological order, and each is identified by orbit pass number and frame number. Single
frames" slides, enlargements" etc." are not available. The TffiOS catalogues of cloud photography which have been made available for distribution through WMO, should be consulted
before ordering film.
As time permits, geographic grids suitable for use as overlays to pictures, gridded
pictures, and composite nephanalyses will be produced, catalogued, and placed in the archives.
Availability of these items will be announced through World Meteorological Organization
channels.
Radiation data are archived in the form of digitized information stored on magnetic
tape, usable only on electronic data processing machines, such as the IBM-7090, or equivalent.' When the data tapes are available for general release, armouncements will be made
internationally. The processed data available are described in Chapter 3.
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APPENDrx: A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY

A number of the terms in this brief glossary are COllUDon to astronomy and photogrammetry, but some are used in the rather restricted sense indicated by the individual definitions. Also included are some of the terms peculiar to satellite meteorology.
Apogee
The point in its orbit at which the satellite is farthest from the centre of the
earth. (i.e., point of maximum satellite altitUde.)
Ascending Node (AN)
The northbound equator crossing of the satellite;
longitude , date, and time for any given orbit number.

given in degrees

Attitude
The orientation of the satellite spin axis (optical axis) in space;
terms of righ·t ascension and declination.

given

in

Azimuth Angle: The angle between a directional line on the earth's surface and true north
(standard meteorological use), measured clockwise from north.
CDA:

Command and Data Acquisition Station (see Data Acquisition Station).

Celestial Equator: The great circle in which the plane of the earth's equator intersects
the celestial sphere.
Celestial Sphere
An imaginary sphere of infinite radius, whose centre is the centre of
the earth, upon which appear projected the stars and other astronomical bodies. This
sphere is fixed in space, but appears to rotate from east to west, because of the earth's
rotation from west to east.
Chopper: A device used to interrupt the path of radiation from a single source or to alternate it between two sources. The 5-channel scanning radiometer on the satellite has a
chopper that permits the sensor to II look 11 alternately at the earth and at space, the
signal from space acting as a OaK reference. Its primary purpose is to provide an a-c
signal for amplification and storage. The chopper on TIROS is a half-black, halfreflective disk which rotates at 40 cycles per second.
CloUd Band: A broad band of clouds, from about 10 to 100 or more miles wide, and varying
in length from a few tens of miles to hundreds of miles. (See cloud streets.)
ClOUd Street: A line of cumuliform clOUds frequently one cumulus element wide, but ranging upward in width so that it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between streets
and bands (see clOUd bands). Typical dimensions are: Axis spacing - 1 to 30 miles;
Length of cloud street - 10 to 200 miles; Cell spacing along axis - 1/2 to 2 miles.
GPP

See Principal Point.

GSA

See Spin Axis Point.

GSP

See SUbsatellite Point.
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Data Acquisition Station (CDA)
satellite operations and to
mits programming signals to
ground. Processing of data
station. Raw and processed

A ground station at which various functions to control
obtain data from the satellite are performed. The CDA transthe satellite" and commands transmission

of

data

to

the

by electronic machine and by hand is accomplished at the CDA
data are disseminated from CDA stations.

Declination
The angular distance of an object north (+) or south (-) of the celestial
equator measured along the hour circle passing through the object.
Degradation : The lessening of picture quality because of tr no ise ll , rotation of the satellite" etc., or any optical" electronic or mechanical distortions in the image-forming
system.
Direct Pictures
Pictures taken while the satellite is within telemetry range of a data
acquisition station. Direct pictures are transmitted directly to the ground station
without being recorded on tape in the satellite.
Distortion
Optical~ electronic
An apparent warping, or twisting of the picture image
received from a satellite. This distortion has two causes: electronic and optical.
Electronic distortion is caused by imperfections in the circuitry, the tape recorder, the
vidicon tube structure, the transmission system, or the signal" characteristics. Optical
distortion is caused by the characteristics of the lens and optical alignment.
Ecliptic:
sphere.

The great circle in which the plane of the earth's orbit intersects the celestial

Fiducial Marks
Index marks rigidly connected with the camera optical system so that they
form images on the negative. The fiducial marks of TJROS vidicon cameras are the rtLl!
shaped corner marks and the 11+11 shaped mark near the picture centre which are on the focal
plane.
Horizon Distance (e): Distance in degrees along the principal line between image principal
point (IPP), and apparent horizon.
IFP

See Principal Point.

ISA

See Spin Axis Point.

ISP

See Subsatellite Point.

Inclination (of Satellite Orbit) (i)
The angle defined by the axial vectors of the earth's
and the satellitets rotation measured from the spin vector of the earth. Inclination of
retrograde orbit is expressed by 180 degrees minus the prograde inclination.
Nadir Angle ( ?): The angle measured at the satellite between a specific axis or ray and
the local vertical. The nadir angles of the satellite spin-axis and a camera optical-axis
are called the "satellite nadir-angle" and the tltiltll, respectively.
Noise: A voltage received through an antenna system or within the ground amplifier and
other electronics that does not correspond to any intended signal. The "noise ll seen on
TJROS pictures is ordinarily in the form of small specks} occasionally noise appears in
the form of bands or streaks along raster lines. TIROS radiation analogue traces also include noise which is either regular or irregular pulsations superimposed upon the true
signals.
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Oblique Mercator Map Projection: A mercator map projection in which the tangent cylinder
is inclined to the equator. It is convenient to have the inclination approximate that
of the satellite orbit inclination.
OEC Overlay: An 9verlay chart placed on an DEC chart for the purpose of measuring the
great-circle distance and the azimuth between the points on the chart. The chart can be
obtained by changing the longitudes and latitudes on a TEC projection chart into the
great-circle distances and the azimuths.
DEC Projection: Abbreviation for Oblique Equidistant Cylindrical Projection. A cylindrical
projection which preserves the actual great circle distances along the projection equator
and the projection meridians. The projection equator is a great circle on the terrestrial
spheroid along which the cylindrical surface is tangent. The projection meridians are
the great circles perpendicular to the projection equator.
Orbit: The path which a celestial object follows in its motions through
some selected point.

space~

relative to

Orbi t NlUllber : In satellite meteorology orbit number refers to a particular circuit beginning at the satellite ascending node. The orbit number from launch to the first ascending node is designated zero~ thereafter the number increases by one at each ascending
node.
Object Space Angle: The angle between two rays in space that intersect at the front nodal
point of a camera lens.
Optical Axis
points.

The

ray~

perpendicular to the image

plane~

passing through the lens

nodal

Pass: A single circuit of the earth by a meteorological satellite. Passes start at the
time the satellite crosses the equator from the southern hemisphere into the northern
hemisphere (i.e ... the ascending node). Pass is also sometimes used to designate the
period of time the satellite is within telemetry range of a data acquisition station.
See Orbit Number.
The projection of the orbital plane on the earthls surface (i.e.~ the locus of the
Since the earth is turning under the satellite .. the path of a single
orbital pass will not be a closed curve. Path and Track are used interchangeably. Ona
mercator projection.. the path is a sine shaped curve.

Path:

~-satellite subpoint).

Perigee:
earth.

The point in its orbit at which the satellite is closest to the centre

of

the

Perspective Grid: (Tilt and Height Combined) : A perspective grid is a network of lines
constructed for an oblique photograph~ the lines representing corresponding lines of an
imaginary quadrilateral on the surface of the earth. A distorted perspective grid may
incorporate the effect of lens distortion in addition to perspective. The grids also
have the principal point indicated} and the horizon.. if present. A library of perspective
grids may be prepared for discrete increments of tilt and satellite height.
Principal Line: The line on the image representing the intersection of the image plane with
the principal plane. The principal line always contains the subsatellite point} the principal point.. and the spin axis point (SAP).
Principal Plane
The plane determined by the local vertical -and the optical axis of
camera.. in a TffiOS picture.

the
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Principal Point: The point of intersection of the optical axis of the camera with the
image plane (IFF), with the earth's surface (TPP), or with the celestial sphere (GPP).

Prograde Orbit (Direct Orbit):

The orbit with inclination between 0° and 90°.

Raster: The pattern followed by the electron-beam exploring-element scanning the screen
of a television transmitter or receiver. The scanning pattern or raster of the vidicon
used in TIROS satellites is, theoretically, a series of straight, parallel lines.
Raster Line:

Readout

One scan line of a TV system.

Acquisition of data from the satellite.
See Data Acquisition Station.

Readout Station

Remote pictures : Pictures recorded on magnetic tape while the satellite is out of
metry range of a data acquisition station.

tele-

Resolution: The ability of a film~ a lens~ a combination of both, or a vidicon system
render barely distinguishable a standard pattern of black and white lines. When the
lution is said to be, e.g., 10 lines per millimeter, it means that the pattern whose
plus-space width is 0.1 rnm is barely resolved, the finer patterns are not resolved~
the coarser patterns are more clearly resolved.
Retrograde Orbit:

to
resolineand

See Inclination.

Right Ascension: The arc measured eastward along the celestial equator from the vernal
equinox to the great circle passing through the north celestial pole and the astronomical
object. Usually expressed in hours~ minutes and seconds (lh = 15°~ 1 m = 15', IS = 15 1 ' ) .
Signal-To-Noise Ratio: The ratio of signal power to noise power;
the better the signal.

the higher this ratio

Spin Axis Point: When given as TSA, the latitude and longitude of the point of intersection with the earth's surface of the satellite spin axis vector after the vector has been
translated parallel to itself to an origin at the earth's centre. This point, projected
on the image plane, is identified as the ISAj when projected on the celestial sphere,
it is identified as the eSA.
Subsatellite Point: (satellite subpoint): Intersection of the local vertical passing
through the satellite with the earthrs surface (i.e., the nadir point benea.th the satellite). Projection on the image is identified as the ISP; on the earth, the TSFJ and on
the celestial sphere, the esp.
Time: Universal Time (UT)
clock system is used.
TPP:

Identical with Greenwich Civil Time (GCT or Z).

24

hour

See Principal Point.

Track
A line connecting successive positions of a moving point, e.g., TPP track - a line
connecting the terrestrial principal points.
Track Distance
TSA

Cd) : Distance in nadir angle between TSP and TPP t;r'acks.

See Spin Axis Point.
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See Subsatellite Point.

Vernal Equinox: (Also called the first point of Aries, or ~). The point of intersection
of the celestial equator with the eclipticj at the point where the sun crosses from the
south to the"north side of the equator (on or about March 21st).
Vidicon: A photoconductive image pickup or television type tube. Each television camera
in the satellite consists of a set of optics, a focal plane shutter and a vidicon tube.
The image is focused on the vidicon screen by the lens, and the vidicon scanner transforms the image to an electrical signal which can be transmitted or recorded on magnetic
tape.
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